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Bat, oh,the tenderness of Thine

FR92738
bed

Fa 4

s3F3z b= |

ure
Supplies and fills in overflowing measure,

It is so sweet to trust Thy Word alone.
I do not ask to see
.* The unveiling of Thy purpose, oribe shin-

ing
Of future light on mysteries untwining ;
Thy promise-roll is all my own—=
Thy Word is enough for me.
The human heart asks love.
But now I
know

Thatmy heart hathfrom Thee

There were

marvelous affection ;
Yet divine perfection
mighty glow !
for me.

strangeisoul-depths,

vast and broad,

restless,

;

Unfathomed as the sea,

£1

An infinite craving for some

infinite still

out a free man! Was there any eon
tion between that praying company in
house of Mary and Peter's release? ‘The

!

unce

;

its limited

periedas a pathetic
inder to man
of the brevity of his earthly existence;
its changing hues

man's shifting

as sadly

symbolic

fortunes ;—these

of

and a

few kindred applications are all that we
commonly find.
Consequently, the in=

troduction of the word into religious discourse or composition nsually suggests
only gloomy, melancholy, plaintive, sad
thoughts.

There should be no such figurative
monopoly.
It robs the leafof its fertile

The source of
So of the Christian.
his spiritual life and power is above.
** God who commandéii the light to shine’
heart,

his

out of darkness, has shined in

light of the knowledge

to give him the

of his glory in the face of Jesus

Christ.”

He is not only

Hb has the light of life.

enlightened, but is inwardly quickened
and transformed by a divine actinism.

face

He is
the fountain of this light and life.
not only a worker, but also a worshiper.

He reads the word. He meditates upon
And as the leaf daily
it. He prays.
faces the sun, so does he daily face the
source of his spiritual life.
3. The leaf does its work not for the
sake of its own life alone,—although during the season of foliage it has its own
it-

in

distinct uses, and, so far, is an end

self,—but to promote the growth of the
tree. The foliage of one summer pro-

lay-

duces one year’s growth of the tree,

ing its product as an accretion upon that
When this work is
of the last year.
done, it falls off. leaving a vacant field
of work for its successor.
These facts are paralleled in a true

be

a

valuable

And, in general, each

addition to it.

man’s

efforts

and

inflnence are confined to the period of
his own life. What
he does for others is
mostly done for his contemporaries, or
is lost. If, like David, he works * according to the will of God,” he ‘‘ serves
his own generation.” He plans, prays,
labors for those of his own day.
Not
posthumous fame, but present. work to
answer present needs, urges him to effort; and with effort directed toward this
sole end, he is content. No man has a
right
to dwell in contemplation on the
future triumphs of Christ's kingdom and
the glories of his

millennial

reign,

who

does not ever: ‘‘ act, act in the living
present.”
Christian, if you would be a leaf Christian, to-day is your time.
Your own

of these

next will have its own laborers.
now,
— now or never.
-‘‘The

uses,

more

less appropriate

invigorating

than

and

those above

mentioned, I shall try to develop

in a

few paragraphs
concerning the leaf
Christian.
1. The leaf has an office, It works. It
is a vegetable functionary, not a mere
adornment. The carbonic acid, of the
carbon of which nearly half the woody
fiber of the tree is composed, | is taken
from the air and enters the tree through
the pores in the under side of the leaf.

The water, holding in solution the earthy

constituents of the wood, enters by the
roots, passes upward as sap into the
leaves, where it unites with the carbonic
acidto form cellulose or w oody fiber.
The residuum of oxygen and watery
vapor left after this proces passess, ‘ into
the air through the stomata or pores by
which the carbonic acid entered.
Thus
we see how vital a part of the arboreal
organism the leaf is.
Regarding the
tree 4s a living organic body, gathering
; the materials

of

its

structure

from

the

inorganic world around it, and by an inner process assimilating and appropriat-

ing them, if we should say that the leaf
is the mouth, stomach, and lungs of the
tree, we should speak with almost

scien-

tific exactness. The leaf does far more
thanto delight with its greenness the
eye wearied with the dismal brown and
glaring heat of winter, to mitigate the

generation demands

your

labor.

The
Work
night

cometh in which no man can work.”

tired
sum-

mer long it takes from the air the plant
food, and within its cells works it into
the desired shape.

The leaf-§makes

the

tree.

The leaf Christian is likewise a laborer. He has duties and discharges them.
Ia the church, he has some work.
Aotion, and action ever toward the end of
the organism of which he is a part, is the
grand law of his life. He doesnot swing
idlyin the air and sunshine.
On the

lowest and most hidden bough, if that be
+ his place, he works daily, and his work
bh

anxiousto

Christ himself is

unfruitfulness in our churches?
Do
stumble, falter and till, fellow-Christian?

Is not the

rope

slackened?

Has your

It is not this or that

man that stands at the other end of the
rope, but itis God himself-—infinite power!
‘Prayer was made of “the church.”
a

grasp upon that rope, and their prayer was
effectual. When we all take hold of the
rope, pastor and people, old and young,

large and small, and pull till it becomes
tense, the prison doors, over which sin
keeps gonard, will open all about us, and |
the

poor

fettered

prisoners

will

come

the *‘ liberty wherewith Christ

us free.” Dear fellow-Christian,
graciously let this rope down
mercy-seat; will you not grasp
it and pull with all your might !—pull till

comes.

RD
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A BIT OF EXEGESIS.
BY REV. GEORGE

Inthe forty-fourth

verse of the

twenty-second chapter of Luke, we read of
Christ, *‘And being in an agony, he prayed
earnestly.” The expression ‘‘more

| calm rrepose, and,

8. RICKER.

It was affirmed during a recent Monday
lecture by Rev. Joseph Cook, in
Boston,

that we were beginning to have visions of
the immortality of the soul through the
microscope! May not the microscope reveal to us wonders in the written Word?

May we not by careful and minute study

of the church unto God for him.” By inspecting this assertion more closely, we
learn that the phrase ‘without ceasing”is,
in the Greek, ekienes, ‘‘intense.”
ing this word a little way, we

that its most natural use is as an

Followdiscover

epithet

severe tension. It seemsgto be precisely
equivalent to the nautica¥
term, ‘‘taut.”
The word may be applied to a rope that
is streched taut—under full tension. Now,
bringing this idea back to the passage in
question, what is the evident meaning
which we are to get from it? Prayer is
the means of communication between
man and God. Behold! a rope is let
down from the mercy-seab to the needy human soul; he grasps it, and in his strug:
gles for salvation, pulls it taut and is
saved! Or, in intercessory prayer, the
rope passes over the mercy-seat

down

to

the soul for whom the pleader grasps it,

men God ever Youchsafed to

were all open-communionfresh from Bedford jail,
a heart so warm

for all

Christians asto fourd a church, whose

articles of faith forbade them ever to refuse to receive any Christian to membership, even though he should be a Quaker

in his views of baptism,—that the higher

uous birt

ately dropping into your own household?

It has a highly conservative influence,
and we down South know what it is.
We've had enough of it ! - Now, if you

want to fight] try it; this time, we'll stay

at home, and make the money!”
Last Monday was the occasion of an interesting event, something

in the nature

of a cremation and something in the. nature of a maceration.
During the past

his communion table.
Charles H, Spurgeon is another Bap-

million dollars worth

of counterfeit bills,

ranging from twenty-five cent fractional
ctrrency to one hundred dollar bills,
were ‘‘macerated” or reduced to pulp by
Since such have been the previdential, the sixty horse power engine recently
developments of the Baptists as a people, provided at the Treasury for that purpose.
why should they not be tre to their his- Formerly,
all
captured
counterfeit
tory, and become distinguished for a broad money, as well as all redeemed notes,
and comprehensive Christian charity? was destroyed by firein a large furnace
We welcome such deliverances as those located in the basement of the Treasury
tist of the broad-guage pattern, too’ wellknown to need comment.

building ; but this process gave rise to
very unpleasant odors permeating
the entire building and the vicinity thereof dur-

sured the baptism of the Holy Ghost will
fall upon us when the rope becomes taut!

ing the combustion of the filthy and
greasy paper money, and the maceration
process, which is odorless,
was substitated and works like a charm.
Aristocratic five hundred and thousand dollar
bills go through the hopper into the re-

|

BY

REV, 1.3.J. MELISH,

There is every reason why
should be a broad,

rather

the Baptists

than

a narrow

people; tolerant, rather than intolerant.
They have the historic honor of founding
the first State where freedom of conscience
to serve God received constitutional and

legislative sanction. This fact, we believe,
is now pretfy well attested by valid historic documents, though for a time disputed
in favor of Lord Baltimore's ‘colony of
Maryland. From the days of John Bun=
yan and Roger Williams to the present
hour, the advocacy of “soul liberty” has

even by

those who do not seem to see that intolerance in the church among Christians is of
the same essence as intolerance in the
State. The intolerance which destroys a
minister's reputation, and even reduces
his family to beggary for some ritualistic
difference, is, if’ anything, more doubledistilled than that which condemns a dissenter to fine and imprisonment, for daring
to preach a doctrine not sanctioned by the
State.
It gnaws more deeply into the
soul.
But again, Baptists have especially
claimed to be a spiritual people; to take
deeply experimental and spiritual views
of the gospel. “It is not merely,” we always say, ‘‘amode of performing a symbolic rite which makes us Baptists, and

be established, in order to show where
the empire of the future is to be. God is
certainly on the side of char#cter, of holiness, of spiritual regeneration, of Christliness. There can be no doubt of this.
“ The kingdom of God is not meat and
drink, but righteousness, and

and child of the devil, wilt thou not cease
to pervert the right ways of the Lord?”
and the meeting suffered the clerical

“pull-dozing” without a rebuke!
But let us hope the day is dawning,

BAPTIST BREAD

peace,

and

joy in the Holy Ghost ; for he that in these

things serveth Christ is acceptable to God,
and approved of men.” *He is not a Je
who is one outwardly ; neither is that circumcision which is outward in the flesh;

hg itis

yok pe

| +“ If any one says a word to J

on of Coos ga

baptism of the Spirithad abrogated and
done away with symbolic baptism by ten years, all the steel and copper plates,
water altogether.
| «stransfer-rolls,” dies and ether parapherCarson, valiant and heroic Baptist, with nalia, captured from
counterfeiters of |
his defiant claim that “baptizo means dip, bank notes, légal tenders, and gold, siland nothing but dip’ in all Greek litera- ver and nickel coin, by the officers of the
ture,” yet was of so broad a Christian “Secret Service” of the Treasury Departclarity, putting the spirit above the let. ment, were melted in the furnaces at the
ter, that he invited all God’s children to Navy Yard. Atthe same time, nearly a

of Dr. Lorimer, at Chicago.
They are
wv! much more Christain than that published
pulled with heavier strain upon the'
‘outrage of Elder Jabez Swan, who is reShall we not, everyone, grasp the rope and’ ported to have addressed Dr. Jeffery, in 4
pull till it shall become tense? Be as- public meeting : “Thou full of all subtilty

of the Word sometimes get a grasp of the
truth, that it is meant to teach, which
were
otherwise
impossible?
Dean
Trench says, that the history of a word is
often more interesting than the history of
a campaign ; and wh® has not learned by
experience that a careful study of words
has aguin and again been a source of light
separates us from
ogher Christians ; but the
and inspiration?
:
The foregoing remarks will find imper- demand that every yne who comes to the
fect illustration in the following bit of wex- ‘door of the church sh\]l give evidence of
the spiritual birth bef
he can enter”
egesis:
This
is
a
high
boast;
and\it
only needs to
We read that while Peter was kept in
prison, ‘prayer was made without ceasing

Sr

had: the oy

was sorry, said, “Well,
I forgive’

It was only

estly” is from this same Greek word.

>SUPP

was a kind"

Shoe the

to the following words, which are well oats, tell me.” The poy
are the dallest of all possible realing; worth recording and now appearin print and sheltered
and we are filled with’ amazement that for the first time: ‘‘Gentlemen,”
said he king. Ho rod rom ume) us of what
men 80 great could imagine that God could earnestly, addressing his colleagues who God has rh for believers. We are forbe better pleased with the discussion of in- had gathered in a knot around him, given, sheltered, and defended. *‘In
‘| solublé conundrums on his decrees, than “have you ever experienced the conserva- whom we have redemption, even the forwith efforts to bring the world to know tive influence of a fifteen-inch shell in giveness of sins.”—Eph.1 :4. Jf God be
his Son.
process of combustion ; in process of com- for us, who can be agains; us?’—Rom.
8o,too, on the communion question. The bustion, with the prospect of its immedi- 8:81.

‘end of the rope is fastened to infinite
power. When we constrain
God to help
us, we are saved and the work will go

Every one, man, woman and ‘child, had

the Third

the king hearing of it,

church enjoyed no blessed revival experi
ences for long months and years?
Is the three greatest
rope tense? Does the church make in- the Baptists
tense prayer unto God ?
1 ists. Bunyan,
‘We need to remember that the other came out with

forward successfully.

) THE STABLE BOY.

George

one of his stable boys. When the boy disgraced hiniself by stealing some oats,

a

Do we not begin to get visions which
plainly show the sources of uli Christia
wenkness and inefficiency? Do wé
get hints of the causes of long periods 4

been the boast of all Baptists;

blazing light of a summers's sun, or to, that qualifies something which undergoes
afford a comfortable shade to the
laborer and the dreamy idler.
All

Kibg

any war,

forth into
Christian life. A Christian character is. has made
an’'end in itself. Could itbe won by any God has
man without any influence being exerted from the

foreand

| THE KING

eth

|

suggestiveness. It fences it.in from a wide
range of valuable symbolic application.
It denies it the highest spiritual uses
hinted at in the Scriptures. See Ps. 1: 3,
Isa. 1:30, Jer. 17: & Ezek, 47: 12. Some
no

&

itself;

It is to overlay Chritian work done be-

figurative uses of the word leaf in religious literature. The leafs fragility as a
type of life's

eBattves

the rope and let it remain slack?
1
soon will the vessel whose slackened sails

Christian life stretches beyond a mere
personal end. Its activityis for others.

There is a noticeable uniformity in the

more

please God thaw men.

for
efficiency

hearted king, and often spoke kindlyto

taut, intense. ‘Of what avail is it Sow

be the best personal end to which he\ jt becomes taut,—pull till the blessing

BY REV, JOHN M. DAVIS,

Be not afraid of
Care more about

than fame; and be

missiona-

emphasis is all to be put upon this word & | 4nd

ing;
But now Thy perfect love is perfect filling! .
Lord Jesus Christ, my Lord, my God,
itpon other men, the winning of it would
Thou, Thou art enough for me!
— Frances Ridley Havergal.
could direct his efforts.
But a true
ore

work.

Such were

the romantic marriages of two

and Malachi,or their modern rep-

of

a

of

by means

then, perfornis its work

He turns himself that his spirit may

And so

Thy grace is enough for me.

=

pePa® IFSRIXSERT | "FieEl

eT

8

T=

xR

0

enfolding,

1 am so needy, Lord! and yet I know
All fullness dwells in Thee;
And hour by hour that never-failing treas-

All real, and full, and
So near, so human!
Thrills gloriously the
Thy love is enough

the

on

stalk so as to get the under side away
from the light, and, if prevented from
The living leaf,
doing so, it perishes.

o

the doors swing open, and Peter:

toward the source of that energy.

And, oh, the faithfulness of Thine upholding,
And, oh, the strength of Thy right hand!
“|
That strength is enough for me.

My least, my greatest need.

If

constructed as to bear the sunshine.

Herod's prison. Soon the chains drop

neither can it work unless rightly placed

1 am so weak, dear Lord! I can not stand
One moment without Thee;

nm.

2. The leaf performs its function on1y by the aid of sunlight.
Shut away
from the sun it grows pale and pulpy
and dies. And only the upper side is so

dynamic energy not belonging to

"ENOUGH !"

Bingham Kindly offered to show her the

| way; and before a week had passed, she service.

Ought not a spiritual people to Bo also had become Mrs. Bingham.

mén

"NO B52...

27. “1876.

doesit look like spirituality to, welcome ries a generation ago, of whom the last the pattern worker, and he was always
Judas, and Simon Magus and Diospephes has. jus Passed away. —Congregationalist. at his work, saying, I must work the ,
on him. His l#bor is not in vain.
He the other end straightening/down from
.| to the Lord's ‘table, because they are
works ‘of him that sent me while if is,
grows, and he promotes the growth of the heavens was fastened pont a
J ettrn of ‘churches of the same faith
|
day."
John igor.
i]
the church.
;
”
prisoner, doubly and trebly guarded
‘and’ to exclude Isaiah, and

its position is reversed, it twists

The Blorning Star.

DECEMBER

pulls it taut, and lifts the object at +
other end out of death into life!
A little more than eighteen hundred

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. .rustled in the breeze, does he hold his and women were gathered together,
_, Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
place and do his work. God smiles up- ‘pulling with all their might uppe this ol
Te whom all letters on business, remittancesof mon=
ey, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.

CHICAGO.

notwithstanding that the Baptist
has failed for want of support.

Union

volving trough or cylinder in company
with plebeian quarters, and come

out at

the other end in one even stream of pulp.

This pulp sells at five dollars a ton and is
* | used for paper making. The value ofthe
TWO MISSIONARY MARRIAGES.
money which goes to make a ton would
The recent pth of the venerable Mrs, be something like eight hundred thouLucy Goodale’ Thurston, of the Sand- sand dollars on an average. That is a
wich Islands Mission,recalls the romantic come down, from a little less than a
circumstances of her marriage, fifty-sev- million, to five dollars—but such is life!
en years ago:
The wholesale discharge of employes
When Messrs. Thurston and Bingham,
(chiefly female) from the Bureau of®Enthen theological students at Andover, graving and Printing here, has entailed
consecrated themselves to the missionary considerable suffering among a large and
work, the mothers of the two young la- worthy class of people.
The reduction
dies to whom they were engaged, at was made necessary by the transfer of the
once broke off the engagements. The work of printing the revenue stamps to
rupture constituted a very serious obsta- the bank note companies of New .York,
cle to their-approaching departure, Which which, for several reasons,’ can do the
was then to take place within a few work cheaper than it can be performed by
weeks ; for in that infancy of missions the Government.
But every such disthe departing missionaries never expect- charge of Government employes has, at
ed to return to this country, and unless least, one good effect, and-that is to open
married when they sailed, might be conthe eyes of those foolish ones who condemned to an enforced bachelorhood for sider a berth in one of the Departments
life. The missionary seciety of the sem- the acme of human happiness. The aminary held some prayer meetings, and bition to become a Department Clerk is
many a discussion over the fate of their neither anoble nor a healthful one; it is
two lonely members, and finally hired a life of well-paid drudgery, a mere mb0-0 -0-b
roe

the best horse to be had in Andover,

put

on his back one of their number, the Rev.
William Goodell, afterwards of Constantinople, and commissioned ' him
forth to visit two young ladies he

to go
knew,

and ask them, or one of them at least, to
become the bride of Mr. Thurston. Traveling forty miles, Mr. Goodell called on
one of the young ladies, and made her an
offer 8f marriage in behalf of his friend.
The offer was promptly rejected.
Retracing his steps to a lonely school-

chanical! machine,

depending

on

‘‘influ-

ence,” and not on ability, for promotion
and even existence.
So many talented

young men run to seed in the Government
Departments here in Washington, that it
would seem unkind not to throw out this
warning.
L. B.
I

_.;.

L..B2A1

AT IT, AND ALWAYS AT IT.
This is the law of good work. God
himself rewards the worker by giving

house, where Miss Goodale was teaching,
he repeated the offer. She consented that
Mr. Thurston might
call upon her;

who can not do another stroke. The busy
man can always add to his labors: for

and after an evening’s acquaintance they

he

were engaged.

To sail at the appointed

force for

time, they must

be

tools rust. Work keeps them bright. Do
not part with the sovereign you are now
asked to give, and you will hold the next
with a tighter grip, and the third will
stick to your soul and become a part of

weeks.

married

But the laws

within

two

of Massachusetts

then required three, publications of the

banns. Fortunately a town-meeting ‘was
to be held in the middle of the coming
week ; and by the use of the church doors
but he is a Jew who is one inwardly, and twice, and the town hall once, they were
circumcision is that of the heart, in the | published, married, and
in due time,
spirit, and not in the letter, whose praige sailed. Though entered into on so slight
is not of men, but of God.”
‘‘Therefore, acquaintance, the match proved a happy
if the uncircumeision keep the righteous- one.
ness of the law, shall nok his uncircumecisMr. Bingham still ‘remained solitary
ion be counted for circumcision ?”
and unmated. But going to Connecticut,
This is the spiritual standard; God's to be ordained, and thence to sail, he
way ‘of weighing out things in the ‘golden met in the street a young lady inquiring
balances of the sanctuary. “This is spirit the way to her place of destination that
uality ; but it 1s also breadth.
1t reflects she might atténd the ordination. , Mr.

him more

to do.

acquires

It

power

work

by

is

the inactive man

in doing,

working.

and

gets

Unused

it, and you will die with it burning into
the marrow of your bones.
As : ; as
you live, work. Moses did his best work
in his last forty years.
Paul said his
best and sweetest words when he was
“aged.” ' The righteous bring forth fruit
in, old age. Change your work in its
form’ if need be, but keep at it. You
have experience, ripeness, grace, culture, which all the energy in the world
cam not buy. Young people, work wisely,
thoughtfully, prayerfully, hopefully, but

nt
AI
Asn

EXCHANGE

NOTES AND QUOTES.

How would it seem to wish our exchanges—
that is, their conductors—a Merry Chistmas?
An editor's life, as a rule, doesn’t admit of
much merry-making, but for just that reason

perhaps the wishes of their friends ought to
be more abundant. At any rate we extend
ours, most cordially, with the sincere wish
that the season- may be to them in the best
sense a joyous one, and that a new. year of
peace, prosperity and usefulness may be added
to all their lives.

‘We do not know what the Orange Journal
was before Oliver Johnson took it im hand,
but we know that it is now a thoroughly wideawake, energetic, first class family

newspaper,

combining matter-of-fact and culture in such
proportions that while it must be valuable as

a local sheet it is still more valuable as an educator and instructor in secular and religious,
national and social affiirs.
Our Union, the organ of the woman’s
national and international Christian temperance unions, is making a vigorous effort to ex-

tend its circulation.
succeed,

for

‘We heartily wish it may

then

its

werk

and influence,

which seem to us to be worthy and wholesome
in all respects, will reach many more that need
its offices. It is published monthly at Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Chicago Alliance, of which Prof.
Swingis Editor<in<Chief, has just changed F.
B. McClure, its managing Editor, for H. L.
Ensign, and announces Washington Gladden
and Arthur Swazey among its writers. The
paper appears in an entirely new dress of
type
The American people must never forget that

their direst foe is to be found

in

the “Jesuit.

The Jesuit is the impersonation of evil

in

the

guise of religion. With a questionable code of
morals and - deceptive appearances, he has
never ceased to aim a deadly blow at Protestantism and at civil and religious liberty.—

Ziow's

Herald.

Those who truly love the church in whose:
fellowship they stand, will not be satisfied:
without being familiar with its movements
and work, its progress and growth and, victo-ries. They can not and will not do without
the church paper.—Evan. Messenger.
The happiest children are children who are
invited and permitted and encouraged to give.

Thére will be no children to whom this Christmas season is so glad and joyous, as those who

have a share in giving as well as in
—8. 8. Times.

receiving,

We can not doubt that there are honesty and
patriotism enough in the two Houses of Congress to decide upon the right method
of
counting the electoral votes regardless of mere- -

ly personal or

party

results.—Il.

Christian.

Weekly.

BOOKS RECEIVED:
PRINICPIA : or, Basis of Social. Science.
Being a survey of the subject from the moral
and theological, yet liberal and progressive standpoint.
By
R. J. Wright.
Philadelrit
par 58B -Lippincot &
Co. 8vo.
pp.ENDEAVORS AFTER THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.
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IZ" Eben. Shute,

the Boston Sunday

school”

publisher, issues some very pretty and appropriate designs of Prang’s chromo cards suita-

bly inscribed for New

Year's

Superintendents to their pupils.

presents

from
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KINGDOM

Texr:

J.

A.

)

Fi

DIVIDED.

“But

he forsook th.

1 Kings

a

HOWE.

Papers.)

counsel of the old men, which

given him.”

/

they

had

12:8.

x
1 Kings

end wisdom and piety. Henee God thus had
sent, in a way of natural fulfillmentof his
threatenings, the evils of the king's course.
(¢) By a ‘divine law the folly of rulers

finds

against

Solomon, and,

was compelled to flee to Egypt. On the
death of Solomon he returned to his home
and now appears heading this demand on
Rehoboam fora promise for the future,
(2) Rehoboam was the son of Solomon,

and of the Ammonite princess Naamah.
He began his reign B. C. 975, and reigp-

frequent, clefir expression or mot,

One of the great needs of to-day

is an

increase of zeal in the héaxts of the people of God. Not blind enthusiasm, which

and his house, which were thréatThe passage reads more literally

fections

djsmisses the Bible and frowns reason out

of countenance, merely to rely upon the.
heat of an

unhealthy brain.

‘The

world

has already seen too much of | that. spirit.

But the zeal of Christis

what| is wanted

parted unto their

This

was

with his Bibleand concordance tg, study

the:

same cry of revolt that Sheba used against it, he will be surprised to find so many
There we see. passages in which zeal is commended.
David. 2 Sam. 20: 1.
-ed until 958, seventeen years.
(8) The
One of the effective elements in any
that the house of David was not readily
son of Solomon, for some unknown reacause is intense earnestfigss,—just the
accepted
as
thet¥oyal
house
of
Israel.
son, went to Shechem for coronation—
In the long war that followed the death of thing that too many of the children of
an event we should have thought most
Saul, before David became king of all Is- God lack. Many of our fathers, though
appropriately iniroduced at Jerusalem.
rael, perhaps we have given the secret be- not ¢“ brought up at the feet of Gamaliel,”
Shechem, now Nablus, one
beautiful sites of Palestine,

of the most
was on Mt.

Gerizim, opposite Mt. Ebal, in the tribe
of Ephraim,

and

was

the

capitol

of the

tribe. It was a convenient place for such
a meeting because central among the
tribes, but scarcely more 0 than Jerusalem: Perhaps ii was selected forthe
«<oronatiohof Rehoboam as 4 means of
pacification of théisloyal Ephramites,

but if so, those who: there crowned the
king were wiser

than:

the. king himself.

In Shechem a gathering of Israel bad
before taken place. Joshua convoked the
people here, and in a most impressive
way renewed their covenant with Jeho«wah. Josh. 24. Joseph was buried in
this place, of itself enongh to make it to
his tgibe a place of interest.
(4) The
Aribes of Istnel determined to vesist the
encroachments of the throne on their liberties. ‘Solomon had not only dazzled
them by his splendor,
but oppressed
them by his despotic taxes and conscriptions. - From him they began too’ late to
obtain redress.
The act of Jeroboam
was no doubt an outbreak against despot-

ism.

The people determined to put Re-

hoboam under the restrictions ‘of a
stitution. ~ Hence they demanded of
a pledge before they would promise
loyalty.
In answer to this serious
mand, he

asked

for time

to

conhim
him
de-

consider it,

ginnings of this revolt.

the

tribe of Judah

upheld

he

was

utterances of preachers,

the house of

not a few of their sons, with all the cult-

denominational

ure of the schools, arc but glow-worms
in this dark worl:

cipled sectarianism, demanding

because

“To

Your tents,O Israel,” is an

of that

tribe.
expres-

eral, denouncing creeds,

tion.

we in David,” means *‘ what further interest in maintaining his descendants on
the throne.” Tribal jealousy, like State
jealousy in our land, worked to disrupt, to
weaken and lo destroy the nation.
Occasion for an outbreak was therefore eager-

we

wants

(1)

should

fore
son.

to-day and forever.”

The

if ¢ the

in our Christian faith,

None . would think

:

his

were by no means content with
was on fire with

devotion

time,

‘a mere

to the grand

work of winning souls, to God.:, Before

(2) The

atonement

provisions

look upon the bank of the stream, to
behold the man? Should I point him to
the bank of the stream, to show (thé Jo.
cality of the man, would he not say to
me, ‘* The man jou point out is on dry
land, but you said youn saw a man going
up straightway out of the water! Your
statement

can ever plead that he was not provided
for dw Christ's. redemptive work, for in
every nation he that feareth him and
worketh righteousness is accepted with
him.” This applies to the heathen as it
did to the ancient” Romans, * For the

invisible things of him from the creation

with-

out excuse.” He shall be satisfied because
he has ordained the most abundant means
for the announcement of the ** great salvation ” and for the enforcement of truth.
He sent the Spirit to “‘reprove the world
of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment ;” also to enlighten and convict, to
comfort and sanctify. He gave his Word

to the disciples and to the world,
inz.

‘““Now ye are

clean

and the facts in the

language. Moreover, no man can go ‘up
straightway oul. of the water,” if he is not

Who

would say that such

correction is not in harmony with the
only proper interpretation of language? I

will have

no further disagreement with

my friend about the baptism of Jesus,if Le
will show me how, when Jesus was haptized, he **went-up- straightway out-of

the water; if he was not in the; water,
but “ on the bank of the stream.” ~

PLAIN TALK ABOUT MISSIONS.

of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made,
even his eternal power and Godhead; 80
are

vision

in the water.

he

for the sal-

that they, *‘ even the heathen,”

of

case are wholly irreconcilable, according |
to any known rule of
Tterpretation’ of

BY

REV,

J. PHILLIPS,

en

We recollect hearing, ia*Caleutta many
years ago, an annual missionary sermon

from Dr. A. Duff, the Scotéh

Free

Church Missionary, in which language
hke the following was used. We write
from memory :
** What is now contributed for Missions,
is doled

out

in

mere

dribblets,

with

a

grudging, grumbling, grasping, ‘parsimo-

say- ‘aious hand.

through

the

Self is fairly represented by
Dives sitting in the parlor, clothed in parple and fine linen, faring sumptuously

benevolence may be set forth in the person of Lazarus the beggar,clothed in rags,
full of sores, lying at the rich man’s gate,
desiring to be fed with the very erumbs

fluence, in its broad and universal sense,
“is a menns of grace whose efficiency we

that full from the lordly table, And now,
brethren, we propose that this order be
reversed. Let us place self on (he dung-

:

»

there can

sion, the former has such relative

formal profession of religion, or even. an
average Christian experience,: His heart.

of

in the

should say to him, I see

every day ; while the cause of Christian

signifi-

Is it not too true ? ‘cance ; really that the two are not so inti

of bringing such a

in its inceptiony and in its

because

)

believing souls by * the foolishness of
the one condition of spiritual union with “preaching.” Praye: isan agency, divine
Christ, &ec., &c,; in a word, * Good ly “appointed, whose power the cfiurch
heartedoess
the only thing really essen- and the world little realize. Christian in-

more, essentially, in its membership, than

imperative duty of Christians

charge against the Apostle Paul.. His
deep moral nature. and royal intellect,

not

2 Sam. 2:I0,
also. the rebel-

above.

sus-

be no reasonable donbt.
Bat, that the
heart quality, the spiritual condition, is

that we are not more than half in earnest

henceforth, in the Scriptural
noticed

the

large spirituality is a great need, and an

mon, aud

of Sheba,

into unprin-

trines taught in undue proportion, and
forms overrated, is very . possible,
That

culturedin the best schools

lion

preference

‘That creeds have been perverted, doe-

altogether during his reign, broke out in
the rebellion of Jeroboam against Solonarrative is maintained.
11; 19:9—11,41—43.
See

editors,

Undoubtedly the fault is in ourselves. so Separate and independent of doctrine,
Personatly we lack spiritual force and ag- ‘and religious forms, as the foregoing
gressiveness. Men of the world conclude propositions indicate; that, in compar-

be kept be-

considerations,

vation of all. No one, of any age or class,

interpreting all

tial.”

better educp-

neblest of employments.

The distinction

disappeared

What

tional facilities and culture of our day, instead of lessening our obligations and _ diminishing our snecess in bringing souls
to Jesus, should greatly help us in this

tion. By ¢¢ Israel” the ten tribes are meant
the ten that revolted from Rehoboam. This
distinction first appears at the beginning

It

souls.”

fof wate,

{a mau_goingtp ** straightway out of the
and water.”
“Fhink you, would he be likely to

Word.” Tt is the “ power of Ged unto salvation.” Also it has pleased God to save

divine Author, are ‘‘ the same yesterday,

the mind in studying this. lesThe chapter marks this’ distinct-

of David's reign.

of human

times have changed” somewhat? All the
burning realities of Revelation, like the

are ready to do

reigned over them,”

= The gospel has surely lost none of

its old-time power,or its adaptations io the

morally a wrong, opportunity will ‘come
only too surely. Our safety lies in keeping ourselves in safe frames of mind.
17. *“As for the children of Israel which
dwell in the cities of Judah, Relioboam
of Israel from Judah

satisfied

pension of doctrinal issues, and the indiscriminate unionof all Christians, defining the church to involve nothing

sion that originated in the wilderness; it + Why this difference ? Human nature
means ‘* disperse.” ‘¢ What portion have is pretty much the same in every genera.

When

orators,

salvation,

made the amplest

claiming the superior virtue of being lib-

were flaming torches of salvation; while

as

David,

ly seized.

fullest outward obedience, without heart
| coneurrence, would be unendurable, “It
is iniquity, even the solgmn meeting.”
Bu* wen end strofigly to’ extremes,
olwp
seem incapable of enterfaining
more than one idea at a time; and, mak-

now,

Then,

what

ooum 1

completion, in its purpose and in its results, he shall be satisfied. le shall be

effort to emphadige spirituality, other important elements in religion ‘were, depreciated. How are we to interpret: the
growing dislike to ‘doctrinal preaching
and discussion; and the frequent refereniee to religious rites, and stated public
worship, as having comparatively little
impertance ? * Give ussomething to feed
the soul and to. fan Gur zeal.”
Corresponding to these are the frequent

examined this subject, will only. sit down

So Israel de-

tents.”

of

if the heart be right, while the

the vengeance of a Balaam.
Jt would be nothing strange if’ in the

Ld

to thine own house, David.

‘When, from

W. L. N

what does this satisfaction involve ?
The prophet says, ** He" shall see of the

to make our religion felt pewerfully upon
‘From the evils
which have, ing the one idea a hobby they ride it with
the age.
i

come to the world by its perversion, too
16. * The people answered the king, many are apt to associate with zeal the
saying, What portion have we in David ? ideas of ignorance, narrowness and weaks
neithér-have we inheritance in the son of ness. But these by no means are essenr
Jesse.” To your tents, O Israel: now see tial to zeal! If any person, who has never

Jeroboam’s son.

BY REV.
Wmv

BY RAY. O.E. BAKER.

and myself wer standing beside a stream

3 |

There isa growing tendency to exalt
the devotionnl and spiritual element in
Travail of his sou), and shall be satisfied.”
religion. ‘And 4 corresponding disgust
This must be, evidently,in the grand confor ¢* the form without the power.” This
summation, when his mediatorial work
is one of the hopeful signs of the ' times,
is accomplished, and his redeemed are
Whatever the importance of works, the
gathered home to “be with’ Christ and to
condition of the mind and heart is and
*‘ behold his glory.”
.
must be matter of chief corcern.
God
Taking a broad survey 'of the Aime
and men alike will overlook grave imper-

T. H. BRAKE.

when he cries: * We want men of hot
hearts to tell us of the love of Jesus!”

lion. Thus God, not by causing the sin,
nor yet by any arbitrary and unnatural
way of control, brought the woes to Sol

JESUS SHALL —BE SATISFIED,
6

Dodgy
1

That Chinese convert voices the real
want of the world, whether
that want

thus: “the turn of events was from the
i
Notes and Hints.
Lord.” Itis thus the wrath of man praises
(1) Jeroboam belonged to the tribe of
him. (3) Abijah the Shilonite was a
Ephraim, was a valiant soldier whom
prophet of Shiloh, and is known only ‘in
Solomon had made commander of the
twoe prophecies made. tqJerobpam’ and
conscription from Ephraim for the public
his wife. T
e prophecy has'just been
works. Having known, through Ahijah
noticed, the other was of the death of
the prophet, that he should be king,he introduced rebellion

REV.

\ " A

=

OHRISTIAN ZEAL.
BY

brings disaster to the state, and the oppression of a free people brings on rebel-

omon
ened.

12:12--20.

fu

ations,El
Comnunig
8a
een

natural penalties for sin, gorresponded to |
his father's wrong moral conduct.
The
son was not trained in all these manly
and disciplinary ways that yield in the

Wenartment.

EMBE

MORNIN G

mately connected, as body and

example, that comparison

soul,

between

for

them

at all may not do either or both injustice,
are questions worthy of consideration.
Manifestly gevujne piety, true spiritu| ality, has its ground work. in doctrine, It
_comes not of absolute. divine sovereignty
without human volition, wor of simple
well-meaning, but by clear apprehension

can not estimate.
:
Another source of satisfacdon shall be’ hill; and the cause of Christ in thé’ parlor,
that so many are saved. John, in his vis- Such an arrangement would far better
ior, heard the number of them that were represent
$n trae merits of the case, than
sealed,—**an bundred and forty and four what nof exists.” °
4
In an annual Missionary sérmon By C.
thousand” (Jews); after.this, **a great
H. Spurgeon,on the “Friendship of Chris.
multitude, which no man could number,
of all nations ” (Gentiles). And so Christ's tianity,” fromthe text, ‘‘ And all the ends
mission isto be a grand success, which of the world shall remember
and turn unwill afford infinite satisfaction.
to the Lord; and all the Kindreds of the
Without these considerations how could nations shall worship before thee,” we
he be satisfied ? If the Son of God saw the read the following:
:
race of man; fallen, *“ plunged in gulf
“Now, brethren, I have reminded you

offleep despair,” and he,and We dlone, had

powerto make their escape possible, how,
could he, who is’ the ‘embodiment of ll
conscience, sympathy and love, be satis:
fied until such provision was ‘made? How

of this, doctrine, which I belleye {3 held

by most of you, not because L
you needed confirming in the belif

thought
of it,

but "because the consideration of iis joyful hope is likely to fire you withihioly

ar-

could he be satiefied” without the ‘most dor. We shall not labor well, if we do
thorough and explicit annoamcement of not labor in hope. - If-we think mission
his plan to all whom it concerned ?
f work to be a forlorn enterprise, we shal!

meaning of this verse is that thoge'mem- ‘his cobversion, he. was ‘* exceedingly Aa ‘hear {y acceptance. of doctrines, which
then consulted with two classes of advisPrecisely
ns “we world” expect; he did go ‘about ’it “with Tal Hear
Andts
shack
bers of the ten tribes of Israel who were zealous of the traditions” of his fathers inftheir very ature produce this: condiers, and formed his reply.
Afterwards; he AghoLthe heart, . Wildy <rvational. en all'an infinite “Savioub ould do. He ex- hands. If we do nol believe in’ & great
residing in the boundaries of Judah yield- ine the Jewish faith.
12. *¢.So Jeroboam and ail the people ed to Rehoboam their allegiance.
may. eome. of ignomnee; bot. bausted all the Mivine’ ‘feSourdes; “give ‘suttess ultimately to come, we shall not
> learned that there is a ‘a zeal of, God, thsi
canie to Rchoboam the third day, as the
hifseelf. “What
€otld hive been doe usé ‘great means, We shill straightén ourbut not according to knowledge,” Hence: true spirttaality néver; |
18. ‘Then king Rehoboam sent Adoking had ‘appointed.”
'Jeroboam had
;more
‘that
I"
Have
mot'done? + If they selves in action, 1 wk arrow our expécforth his zeal is intelligent, eonstant, joyram, who was over the tribute; audall
Further, every higher degree of ‘piety |
been made the leader in this movement.
Hear what he says: will be reached omly,when the subject hear not Moges and tlie ' prophets, neither tations. Certainly, we have not used very
Israel stoned him with
stones that heé ful, consuming.
He was brave enough to accept the office,
died,”
Adoram was
undoubtedly the «It is good to be zealously affected -al- shall,by the study of revelation,nature,and would they be persaaded though one rose great means yet, for all the missjonary opand to present the address of grievances’
game as Adoniram (1) Kings 4:6), and ways in a good thing”! “‘God forbid that I experience, arrive’ at clearer and more from the deat,” 18 "equivalent fo saying, erations being carried on in the world are
to the throne. Now he appears, well
Hahoram (2 Samuel 20:24), who per: should glory,save in the cross of our Lord enlarged doctrinal views of God, of the “Those who reject the testitnony given very little more than casting the “crumbs
sustained by followers, to receive

thé re-

ply.

13, 14. ““ And

the

king answered

the

people roughly,and forsook the old men’s

Jesus Christ.”

formed the same duty under Solomon and

durine

quripg

David.

avid,

a

period

P

of

forty-seven

rE

¥

| that

years or more. Some writers think these
were {hree different persons, but the :uncient versions of the old Testa ment identify them. Adoram was an aged man

counsel that they gave him, and spake to
{hem afier the counsel of the young men.”
(1) Rehoboamr referred the complaint of
whom, if any one, Israel would respect.
the people to the old men, perhaps to the
to collect the
Rehoboam sent him
senators or elders of the nation, who adcomplained,
tax of which Israel had
vised him to heed the request, and prom- and about which had revolted.
The
ise the people the relief they sought. (2)
king Svidently had not understood the
Then he mentioned it to the young men,
weakness of his inflaence, nor the strength
his companions, those who were of the of their hostility. Experience was necpowerful
and wealthy families, who were
essary to teach the youthful king that a
given to sports, luxuries and pleasures,
monarch needs, for the prosperity of his
and who regarded the masses as of no
kingdom, more wisdom than he himself
account, or as made to minister to the
had shown. The stoning of Adoram
gratification of courtiers and kings. They
opened the eves of Rehoboam to his own

knew

nothing of statesmanship.

They

peril.

It meant to him war.

Hence he

were the poorest advisers that Rehoboam
fled out of Israel to.Judah, to the one
could have had. (3)
They counseled
loyal tribe.
;
the young king to reject the advice of the
19. ‘So Israel rebelled against the
old men, aud to scorn to yield.to the peohouse of David unto this day.” ‘‘This
ple. ¢ My father made your yoke heavy,
day” was four hundred years after the
and I will add to your yoke; my father
event, the day of Jeremiah, the reputed
also chastised you with whips, but I will
of the book of kings. The breach
author
«chastise you with scorpions.” This was
cemented again. Dissension
never
was
the response of shallow minds urged on
is a consequence and illustration of sin.
the king, and by him, as a shallow mind
In families, in the church and in nations
himself, given to a nation all ready to retendency to it is as strong as the pasthe
voir. He threatens to greatly increase
sions, ambitions, and selfishness of, the
“their burdens. They, driven to desperaLove is a bond of unity, and
ration, knowing their rights and their members.
“Jove is of God.” The end of all quarpower, were stung by the harshness of |
rels leaves the parties to it injured; but
Rehoboam tothe quick.
(4) By *“scorlove, concord, peace, even if gained by
pions,” is supposed 10 be meant a peculiar
the rule of the Master, about resisting
ikind of whip, having twisted lashes, and evil, works out our best welfare.
leaden balls or pieces of iron interwoven
20. Then all Israel called Jeroboam
with them, and hooks at the end of the
into the congregation and made him king.
lasbes for tearing the flesh. They were
His qualifications for this position were
called * scorpions ” by a figure; for the
known ; the prophecy of Ahijah may have
sting of the scorpion was very painful.
been known. Jeroboam too was a nat15.
“For the cause was from the Lord,
ural leader. His exile in Egypt, where
that he might perform his saying, which
be was reported to have married a princes
the Lord spake Ly Abijah the Shilonite
unto Jeroboam the son

Fo

«what

the

of Nebat.”

prophet Abijah,

God

had

(1.)

said

that prophet had told Jeroboam,

"viz., that the kingdom should be divided
and ten tribes given to him, &nd this as a
jjudgment for the sins

ithe nation.

(2)

of Solomon

God,

: ithe judgment, not the
not the offense.
In
ment, Godleft every
had not threatened

then

and of

determined

given him by Shishak,alsp helped nominate
him

for the throne.

Why

‘one tribe”

‘(b)

Then

bis education by

“Who gave himself
for us,

redeem

us

from

all

inignity

ry

purify unto himself ‘a peculiar peo-

ples.

* Because thou art lukewarm,

I

will spew thee out of my mouth.” ‘‘Woe
to them that are at ease in Zion,”
There is enough latest power in the
church to move the world, if it were only
brought out. There is sufficient ability
in the pulpit to win the nation ‘to Jesus,
were it surcharged with the gospel enthu-

siasm of Paul or Christ.

If Christians

would use right heartily the grace they
have, doubtless ‘‘ a nation would be born
in a day,” and we might soon claim the
world for Jesus, Oh, for the baptism of
earnestness, such as gave power to Luther, Whitefield, and Marks,

and such as

brings victory to Moody ! By no means do
we suppose that zeal can supply the. lack
of all other gifts. But all other gifts
prove of little value where there is not an
earnest
heart.
Are there not many

churches and ministers dying of cold pro-

priety and respectability, while multitudes of thoughtless sinners rush by them
to perdition, with ¢* no man to care for

our part, wonld soon.crowd our churches

to have been absorbed in Judah.

Abjjab—however recognized its existence
by tearing the garment of Jeroboam into

kingdom to win, and to keep.

St. Louis to come.

;

acters, offices aud Tetatignships.
ris not
true that two persons differing. materially

politicians, or even

of. stage

actors,

on

with anxious inguirers for salvation, and

our Zion with souls,

go with

you;

Godiswithyou!”.

crying:—** We

will

for we, have heard that

;

Rn

co

wwe

©

Upon

of religious doctrine.

It is a deplorable

fact that, generally, one, only, out of
many, of professed Christians even, can

give an intelligible statement or definition of even the fundimental doctrines on
which their religion is ‘based, or support
them with any strength when assailed.
du
Though correctness in doctrine were a
matter of minor importance to Christians,

since being such, they possess the characteristic of chief value, yet it is very otherwise with those who dare not Christians,
and who are to, make up their estimate

of religion by the doctrines on

which it

is based: These men do,’ and have a
right to test.every ddtrine, to trace each
in its bearings upon avery other, and all

in the matter of their general harmony.

such

instances

who, unlike

have

personal experience to evince
ineness of religion.

the

had

no

The first film of ice is scarcely perceptible; keep the waters, stirring and you
thickens over the surface, and it thickens

still, and at lass it is so solid that a wagon

men

providence.—

George McDonald.

might be drawn over the solid water. - So

with conscience, it films over gradually,
and at last it becomes hard, unfeeling,
and it can bear up a weight of iniquity.—
Bishop Simpson.
Pray to God, but row ashore.

A
BE Ep

”

would not be influenced hy any testimony.

gospel, in all the breadth

with which

and

they are given,

emphasis

would heed

no invitation.”

;

But this satisfaction must be of broader
scope than merely to include the “ hun.
dred and forty and four thousand " and
the

*‘great

multitude.

.

.

before

the

throne.” It must embrace the

entire race,

the lostas well as the saved.

Christ must,

evidently, be satisfied with his entire
work, including all its vast results, infinite,
eternal though they be.
How

awful, then,is the end of the wick-

ed! If Jesus bas done all that
do, so that in the ** perdition of
men ” be is satisfied, what uttef
must
seize
-upon the finally
tent !
To know that God loves

us;

he could
ungodly
despair
impeni-

that Jesus

pleads for us, that the Spirit strives with
us, that friends pray for us, is a relief,
even to the impenitent, to-day. But let
a soul be banished from the presence of
God; fully conscious that.-Jesus is no
longer anxious; that the Spiritno longer
strives (Gen. 6:3), and that prayer no
longer

avails: —**

I have

madly

broken

loose from God and friends and truth and
love,—am -enwrapped in darkness and
despair;

I

have

no

longer a motive

to

from under our table to to

poor heathen

cl
[14

Le]

ive

the

fragments of the

gospel

feast

to the nations. A few cheese parings
and candie ends, Christians bave given
away to missions, but little more. Lib-

erality has barely yielded the tail-corn of
her barn, and the dregs of her wine fat.
We have not learned self-denial
for Christ,
and pinching = ourselves for his service
is arare thing among @s. The men that
have gone abroad, have not always been
the pick and chief of the church, honor
to them that they have gone at all, but

small honor to the men of greater ability,

who ought to have gone forth, but have
laid out their talents in some poor worldly
business, and occupied their time in a far
less worthy cause. If the church expects
results

small

concede
with
given
think
could,

I

Missions,

from

readily

that she is acting consistently

her auticipations; and if she has
up the work as a hopeless case, I
she is doing about as little as she
with the bare appearance of obey-

ing her Lord's command, to evangelize
the nations. May the day come when her

spirit shall revive, when she shall feel tha

the earth belongs to Christ, and shall bear

her Master's voice pleading
within

her

conscience,

like thunder,

‘Go

ye

into all

the world and preach the gospel to every
creature.’ May she arise to the dignity
of her position and perceive that her field *

virtue, nor any power to reform; only
vile associates,—and Jesus satisfied !" And
here ends all hope.
1 is the world, since the earth is the Lord's
Is this
a true er false conception of a and the fullness thereof. All things arc
lost soul? If true, who can bear such possible.to him that believeth; may we
torment? The satisfaction of Jesus over receive the faith that subdues nations!
the lost soul must be to that soul ‘‘ the When
the Oburch is ready for great
worm

that dieth not,

and

the

fire thatis

not quenched.”

In view of .such opposite: destinies,—
the one so glorious, the other so unendurable, what vast responBibilities rest
upon the disciples of Jesus, whose im-

portant mission it is to win souls !

MY PEDO-BAPTIST FRIEND,

genu-

ory

seize and call them provdiences. ' It is
well that they can, but it would be gloriously better if they could believe that the

whole matter is one grand

to Christiuns,

will prevent the ice from hardening it;
but once let it film over and remain go, it

nro

ident in sothe instances of itthaniy others.
to the dim and often bewildered vision of

humanity.

others might be named as examples,
These facts show that a large importance attaches to the study and teaching

Doctrines manifestly uunatural and con.
the, earriestness of tradictory, cannot but bewilder nien,

is best explained by supposing little Ben-

jamin

Messiah,and of man,their respective char-

ple, zealous of good works.” 1 ‘count in their knowledge of Christian doctrine,
not my life dear unto, myself, so thatl may be equally pious and
spiritual.
might by all means save some.”
This state of miud consists of love, faith,
Such is the grand key which this reyal ‘and the consciousness of divine approval.
preacher struck and sustained to the very But love may be greater or less, in proclose of life, In him we find a model portionas the loveable qualities in the
and inspiration for Christian workers object are more or less known. Faith
while the world stands.
is weak or strong,according to the weight
Christ was no blind ecthusiast ; nor was of evidence at hand ; and consciousness of
he cool and heartless,
His was * the divine approval, by the Spirit of God, may
enthusiasm of humanity,” such as all his be clear and soul-comforting in propordisciples must have to honor him, * The tion as the conditions of such Spirit comzeal of thine house hath eaten me up.” munications are intelligently compreliendHow this describes him from the time he ed.
:
said, “* I must be about my Father's busiIt is a-fact thal eminent piety is found
ness I” till his final cry, “It is finish- coupled with correspondingly eminent.
-«
7
ed!
attainments in intellectual culture and
Nor will Christ tolerate any spirit that biblical research. Thomas Dick, Jonathan
is the oppu:iteof zeal, in his own disci- Edwards, Mary Lyons, and a score of

their souls” ? Half

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-EIGHT THOUS
already on Solomon. The inherited char- AND CHILDREN of school age in St. Louis,
- acter of his son partook by nature of the it is said, and only fifteen thousand of
weaknesses of his parents. Rehoboam, in them are in Protestant Sunday-schools.
«capacity, was an Ammonite, not a pure This is an unpleasant prophecy Jr the

Jsraelite.

micht

only is saidto be left to Rehoboam, wheh
Benjamin and Judah both cleaved to him,

sin ; the punishment, twelve pieces, verse 21. The lesson has
inflicting the judg- special instruction for young men; for
man ag free as if he those who desire the perpetuity of the
punishment.
They Republic; for all who bave a heavenly

acted and God turned the stream of nataval effects as he pleased. (a) God bad,
by a naturallaw, se fof sin one judgment,

and

he

BY T. J, WAFUL.
RNY

A few years

ago, in conversation with

a Pedo-baptist minister, I inquired in relation to his views respecting the baptism
of Jesus. In answer to the inquiry he
said, “‘I believe that when ‘Jesus was
baptized, he knelt on the bak of the

stream, and that John with hyssop, which
he dipped in the water, sprinkled Jesus
therewith for baptism,” Here allow the
inquiry, what exposition of language,
either skeptical ‘or religious, could te
more at variance with the meaning of
the words setting forth the baptism of
Jesus? Suppose my Pedo-baptist friend

events they shall occur to her.”

This certainly is very plain talk, but not
than that of another great
more so,
preacher, who holds the following lin:

guage, viz:

«So likewise

“whosoever

he be of you

that forsaketh not all that he hath, he can

not be my disciple.”

« Whosoever will save his life shall Jose

it, but whosoever shall lose his life for my

sake and the gospels’, the same shall save
it.

“'The foxes hiave holes, and the birds o!
the air have nests; but the Son of man
hath not where to lay his head.”

“If any

man come

after me

X

let him

deny himbelf [Renounce his own service]
take up his cross daily and follow me.

"

“Go ye into all the world and prea
the gospel to every creature. He that be.

lieveth and is baptized shall be saved; but ;

he that believeth not shall be damned.
Aud still another noted preacher has2

said:

“How shall they

preacher? and how shall

cept they be sent?”

hear

without

they preach ex-

Seeing then that we

have such hope, we use great
of speech.
Stntipore, India, Nov. é.
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one; how many orbs can glow with light
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Selections,

many of this class are brought to light.
"Their confessions tell the story. First it
may be removal, next it. is neglect, then

REUNION IN HEAVEN,

business, then social engagements, that
brings about shame, and finally a com-

plete surrender to the enemy.
A particular work is thut among intemperate men.
It is supposed some six or.
seven thousand have reported as having
accepted the mercy of dod through Jesus
Christ, and been reformed. There is a
noonday prayer meeting for reclaimed

How shall I know thee, in the sphere that keeps
"The disembodied spirits of the dead—
‘Where all of thee that time should wither, sleeps
And perishes among the dust we tread ?
For
If
Nor
In

1 shall feel the sting of ceaseless pain,
there I meet thy
gentle presence not,
hear the volce 1 love, nor read again
thy serenest eyes the tender thought.

Will not thy oS
k heart demand me there ;—
ndest throbs to me were given ?
That heart whi
v
My name, on earth, was ever in thy prayer;
Shall it be banished from thy tongue in heaven ?

wind,

1n meadows fanned by heaven's life-breathing
In the resplendence of that glorious sphere,
And largeragbvements of th’ unfettered mind,
rget the love that joined us here ?
Wilt Sou

drunkards.
hundred

the

whole

To see this company of five

or

six

hundred,

list, on

comprising

the steep

incline

from the moderate drinker of champagne

to the besotted drunkard who fora long
series of years has been a gutter outcast,

1 the stormy past,
The love that lived throug)
sher nature bore,
And meekly with my
fo the lt :
tnderer
and
And Gedper grew,
Ire Ys Bryant.
N and
Shall it expire with

METHODS OF MOODY AND SANKEY.
Rev. Geo. F. Pentecost, bas visited the

Moody and Sankey meetings in Chicago,

to see these assembled

together

and talk-

ing of the providential reception of the
news (hat the
1d be saved. With the
forgiveness of my sins, says one, say hundreds,
my appetite has been taken away.
Th¢ methods of the meetings are very
simple. Mr. Moody said he knew of few
conversions

wholly

to

be

laid

to

the

preaching. Itis the great instrumental
and on a Sunday evening recently report- ity lor reaching the people and instructed to his people in Boston, the result of ing them. He tells them what they need
his observation on their methods of work. and how their wants can be supplied. He
tells them how they can give their hearts
‘We commend its perusal to those who at once, can be saved as they sit, but he
would get a better insight into the labors says the great work is done in the inquiry
In these rooms the work is speof these evangelists. This report of’ his rooms.
discourse is taken from the Boston Jour- cial, is particularly personal. They are
long meetings and sometimes last till mid?
nad®
night, many then being unwilling to go
night
na
Rey, George F. Pentecss
home. There is no excitement attending
ave a lengthy and

his a

key meetings

interesting

¢ iscourse

to the Moody and

io Chicago.

San-

After reading

them, but the work

quiet

is being done in a still,

way, searching for the

plan of sal-

vation through the Scriptures

and prayer.

in which half a village, as it were, lay
stretched for. burial.
It “is astonishing
how much like a trellis a human life can
be; how many hearts can twine round
reflected

from

one

central

sun;

many weak things and lovely

clingto it.

things can

yh

in all evil doing, man is doubly

AVE

and more yet, in the

1

3
5
[4
7
8

diso,

so imperil others as

in the formation

of

air,

ss

sorrow

from

their station or profession.

numbers, but in character.

There is one

thing that strikes the juvestigator—no
The people in Chicago are recognizing mistakes are seen ; intelligence, sanctified,
Right goverus all the work. The whole town 1s
another power than that of man.
in the heart of the gay, fast, busy city, at being canvassed, the. resident
“noon each day, are gathered at least three being left principally to the ladies, portions
who
thousand, who have for the moment for‘their calls whether acquainted or
saken business to come under the infla- make
vot and inquire if they are interested.in
ence of prayer and hear reports of the the
meetings going on at the Tabernacle.
ood work from mouth to mouth.
At
ote naturally
shrinks from
going
o'cloek come the Biole readings of Those
see are usually
most neglected
and
Mr. M
.
Heakes a pussage
and to
the most glad to receive the kind heartshows what man is, and what
can do
for bim. In the evening the meeting is ed messengers. This personal work is
on all over Chicago, and under the
thronged, and anxious seekers for the going
aspiration
truth remain in the inquiry rooms till mid- Tab Juecle. and stimulus received at the
night; the congregation is dismissed,
illustrations
he speaker gave man
those sitting on the borders first fill the
accominquiry rooms, then the main body—often showing how deep is the
lished,
and
told
ameng
other
wonderas many as five thousand sit down and ask
for more Bible reading and singing, and ul stories one in which a man of good
another erie is jwenched.
But the standing, who had been suspected of robbing
the corporation employing - him,
magnitude
of the \wvork
is not to be
and acquitted, had been converted
by what is going on in Chicago. £5 Sir. tried
the Tabernacle and had gone. deliberoody’s work there has gone out into the at
ately to St. Louis, given himself over to
great northwest a most wonderful awak~ the
Courts and is now in the State Peniening. He and Mr. Sankey do not wait tentiary.
No man believed him guilty of
to be sent for ; they go and establish them- the robbery,
but he was and he’ now
selve, if the churches has not anticipated writes that with
his present feelings he
them, As marvelous as is their work in
had rather stay in the penitentiary an
Chicago, the outside we can never be able eternity
than live in the hell he had been.
to compass. One fact about this work is,
it has in some great way laid itself upon The effect of the meetings on the church
has been to build up the churches inthe churches; they are all as one, working
together;
practically, there is but one stead of impoverishing them. In. the ratio that the pastors have helped this work
church in Chicago.
:
De
meennes
Dave
amere
and
distin
In closing, Mr. Penlecost gave a fine
aims,
First, that members of the church
may be lifted into some positive place to sketch of Mr. Moody, as he is pretty well
know definitely ‘their relation to God. known by reputation in this city. He says
The doctrine of justification by faith is the evangelist is full of faith, courage and
being established in them. A character- will. Behind all his spiritual endowments
istic of the work is:the conviction that we is a wonderful power of impressing peoand more sense than is given to the
are God's children. The doubt about their ple
own souls being re
ed, they are hand majority of men. He is an uncommon
man. Speaking of his prospective visits
and heart free to help rescue others.
The second definite aim, isthe effort to here he says that he has the strongest con1% bold of the worldly Christians—reput- viction that God is to crown his work in
ed Christians in the church, occupying Boston with the greater light, as comand bolding respectable positions, but pared with Chicago, New York and Philwhose influences are all against Christ and adelphia.
etl
his doctrine.
Thirdly, is the effort to
reach the ungodly—that ungodiiness which
- TEMPERANCE,
is clothed in purple and fine linen, as well
as in rags and tatters, and

so’ the

gospel

is preached directly, simply and lovingly
to people who are out of Christ. First
they are told. they are not oun debatable
ground, that they are lost, and shown that

brist is the special friend of the publican andthe sinner. .The man who has
lost his friends, position in business and

ip society, the man who is down iz ted-

derfy reached by the outstretched hands.
In the first place, the awakening is the
most remarkable among Christians.
He
had heard many in publicand private say,
of this or that one, we always thought he
was one of our

most

earnest

Christians ;

he was always present at our prayer meetIngs; but now you would think he had

A RUINED

found her way to the inquiry room; she
bad been a church member, and constant
attendant at services, Mr. Moody
happened to be nearest to her. He went and
talked with her. She told him she was a
Christian—that is, she was a member of
such a cnurch—but

to hell, and more,
band and

that'is the

children

reason

added, ‘I

Iam

down

I am

taking

am

with

going

roy husme,

and

in this inquiry

been wealthy, has

been

good,

has

held

and administered large trusts; a man
with an immortal soul, with possibilities
in his nature which only eternity could
realize ;—such

a man,

ruined,

in

estate,

er; I will call to the Governor of the
State; [ will call to all who love Boston

and the

Commonwealth, high

and say, ** Come, gather round

and let us mourn

a loss greater

and

low,

me

here,

our property had all been swept into the

center of the sea: the loss of a man.”
Yea, and with Jou all gathered round me
there, thousands
of us, so that the enclosure would not hold another

it would

be allowable

your sensé of loss, to call

human

form,

for me, voicing
on

the

greatest

attention.

One,

the

ministration

restore;

the

loss of a

For never is the sky so blue, never

written in gigantic letters, reaching from
pole to pole, the dreadful sentence: * No

drunkard shall

inherit the kingdom

of

God.”
.
But great as such a ruin is, it does not
represent the full catastrophe when, by

other
day, called his five
hundred
employes about him and confessed to yielding to his drinking habits, a man is
them that he had been so absorbed in his ruined. And the reason is, because no
business that he bad looked upon them man rises or falls alone.
The elevation
simply as hirelings, and asked their for- and declension of a man is not the elevagiveness,
They
spent the rest of the and declension of one but of many.
Man
day in prayer and divine worship.

Plenty

of examples are to be found where
fessing Christians = were
with worldliness that they

pro-

so overloaded
could Lot see

the soul in their hired man.
Another feature of the work is the special attention

Christians,

paid

It is

to the arousing of

lax

astonishing to find how

stands not isolate, but in the widst of
many connections, and is vined all over
with dependencies that cling to him, and

are uphold by him, and so are made fruitful. I have seen a man stricken by death

and felt that the shaft that centered in his
neart had transfixed a dozen hoscms in’
reaching his.
I have stood over a coffin

23
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98 FIFTH AVE. COR., 151m ST.
ANTED

SITUATION

AS TEACHER

by & married gentleman, a native of Virginin, aged 45,who has had twenty years’ suceesssfu)
experience as’ Principal—has taught mainly as
Principal of female schools.
Would accept a
salaried position, or would prefer to assume the
charge of » suitable school and look to same for
compensation.
Would rent (with view to purchase, ) school

property,

etc.

Address ‘ Principal” A.
Bradley Co., Arkansas.

M.,

References

Box

22,

DIRECTORS.

LOUIS FITZGERALD,
GEORGE D. MORGAN.
WHLIAM SLOANE.
GEORGE H. STUART.
HENRY: M. ALEXANBER.
JAMES M. HALSTED.
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
ALANSON TRASK.
ELBERT B. MONROE.

HENRY A. HURLBUT.
JAMES M. MORRISON.
HENRY B, HYDE.
DANIEL DODD.
WILLIAM 6. LAMBERT.
JCKN J. MCCOOK.
HENRY G. MARQUAND.
EDMUND A. SMITH.
WILLIAM MILES.
B. F. RANDOLPH.

LOUIS FITIGERALD, PRESIDENT.

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-PRes'T
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EASY PAYMENTS.
zie cecs
UES

OVERLAND

California.
VIA

with most important improve-

|

General Passenger Agent, C. R. R. of N.I.

See

WSIST on having a Mason & Hamlin.
Do not
take any other. Dealers get LARGER COM-~
MISRIONS fur selling inferior organs, and for this
reason «ften try very hard to sell something else,

N

3

PHILADELPHIA.

Trains leave New York, foot of Liberty street, at
5:40, 6:45, 7:45, 9:15 A, m.,
1:80, 5:00, 6:30 P. M. Foot
of Clarkston street at 6:35, 7:36, 9:05, A. M., 12:50,
4:20, 6:20 p, M.
Leave Philadelphia at 7:30, 9:30 A, M., 1:30, 3:20,
5:00, 6:30 P, M.
Pullman Drawing-Room Cars are attached to the
7:45 and 9:15 A. M., trains from New York,
and te the
5 and 6:30 , M,, trains from Third and Befks
streets.
T All trains connect at Trenton Junctionto and from
renton.
Leave Trenton for New York-at 5:45,8:15, 10:20 A. M..
.
2:10, 3:45, 5:45. 7:20 P. . M.
H. P, BALDWIN,

both

(sent free).

Solo and
Combination Stops.
‘Btagere and ‘other Cases of new

AND

ROUTE.

MONDAY, October 9, 1876.

ons, in Americs
as well as

by

he!

BROOK

Passenger Stations: In New York—Central Railroad
of New
Jersey, foot of Liberty street, and foot of
Clarkston street, up town.
In Philadelphia—North Pennsylvania Railroad corner of Third and Berks streets. Commencing

1» DIPLOMAOF HONOR +
VIENNA, 1873; PARIS,1861
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THY, FULL

HISTORY

OF
THE Wonderful career of MOODY
SANKEY in Great Britam and America 18 a sucs
cess everywhere All want it—righ or poor. From
5 to 20 books a day’s work, It is the on: y complete
work

published,

containing

Mr. Moody’s Sermons

and Fravkn MEFTING

TALKS.

dress H. S.GOODSPEED

& C0., 14 Barclay St..

steel portrait,

and 12 Sugravings,

Has 643 pages,
Price

$2.

SOAP In the World,
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free
to any address
on receiptof 75 cen
.
T.
Babbitt, New
York Cit

Kstablished in 1887,

Superior Bells of Co!

the
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1877.

The Register for 1877 is now ready for
delivery. It is prepared as heretofore,
and contains the same denominational informution, including the alphabetical list
of ministers carefully revised. The price
is unchanged, as follows:
Single copy,
SEE
SE TE
10 ets.
Single copy, sent by mail, =
~~
«12cts,
A dozen, sent by mail,
o.
$1.10
Fifty or more at the rate of
$7.00 per hundred

$

Pastors and others who order a quantity may notify us of the amount unsold, if
any, and we will direct as to their disposal,

that it affords.

your nane printed,

gent for 26 cents,
We
have 100 style.
Agents wants, 9 samples sent (or stamp.

FULLER & CO , Brockton, Mass.

:

ORGANS,
in Unique French Cases combine
PURITY
of VOXCING with
at volumeof tones
WATERS’
or C
CH.
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ran
uare, .

and return the money.
Every Freewill
Baptist family ought to be supplied with a
copy for the denominational intelligence
Cards, with
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GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
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Silver Wreath.
Instrumental.
Gems of Strauss,
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For Illustrated descriptive circulars, terms, &c., Address,
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York.

Full Sheet Music Size, and is

ie Feats,

The « ml y complete, richly iimstvated, iow
price
work, 760 panes only
$2.50. Treats of the
entire history, grand buildings, wonderful
exhibits, curiosities, great days, etc. The best chance
of 100 years to coin money fast as everybody
wants this work. 1,000 agents appointed first
full particFor
four weeks; 5,000 wanted.
Pubs.
nian address quickly, HUBBARD BROS.
Springfield,

RO

40 EASTL)

or

Also the “Musical Treasure,” both Vocal and Instramental. *“
n at Home,” for Reed Organs,
and “Piano at Home, with Piano Duets.

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION
OUT-SELLING

the most beautiful
in

Full ser, Jami

Manufacture.

best Songs and Duets of the day.

Wreath of Gems,
Shower of Pearls,

to the
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Exel

DEBILITY,

Gem

for.
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MAN'FG CO.,

CLAREMONT,

style
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ED.
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to the trade. Illustrated Catalogue Mailed.
Sooner td Pianos
s al YGREAT
BARGAINS ¢ HORACE WATERS & SONS,

Moore’s Irish Melodies.

NewYork
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w
r
count to Teac)

in Style, Binding and Price,

all live dealers, who are
for
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No. 8,

$10

STATE
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WATERS’ ORCHESTRION cine ORGANS,

“ite

Warranted for SIX YEARS.
PRIC
EXTREMELY LOW for cash.
MonthIyX
Iments received. Instruments to let

BUSINESS DIRECTORY:
Will soon

strength, $2.50.

;

$12

of Instrumental Music, 232 pages, Full Sheet Music Size, filled with the BE
at compositions of
Strauss Lamothe, Zekoff Faust and others. Isa
on to the famous “GEMS OF STRAUSS.”
com

THE REGISTER
publishers.
Persons so unfortunate as to reside

pr

if

GEMS OF THE DANCE %, 2a ‘atest

Warerooms
40 East
14th
St,
Union
Square, opposite Lincoln Monument.

now sending

* Patentee and Manufacturer, Established 1858.

WATERS

is

From
$10
to $is
monthly
will bay
first-Oluss new Piano, and
$5 to $10
Monthly a
Splendid Organ. Kllustrated
Cutalogues
Mailed.
AGENTS WANTED,
ORACE
WATERS
& SONS,

OF THIS

H. W. JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N.Y,

ARE THE BES
MADE;
‘the Tone, Touch,
Workmanship, and Durability Unsurpassed.

Book)

indiscretions

Music, has 250 [ages

of eold

ever beforeotferedin

or Geuts, $2.00.

50¢c and $1.00

Broadway,

filled with the

woman's

the HOLLRIDAYXS at lower prices
Cash, or installments,or to let until

i

THE WORLD OF SONG te sions

feed or warm

The

.

$2.50; In Cloth $3; In Cloth,
fall gilt $4.

iufapt frozen to death.
The tWrélched:
woman is the wife of ‘a‘'drunkard whose
cruelty drove. ther’ into the streets to beg.
its

50 ¢

17 SPLENDID VOLUMES FOR PRESENTS.

in her arms.

to

d

viannsinenm and

(Small Book)

resistance,

baby died

of extra
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.

overwork,

Uniform

The bundle the policemen found to be an

the

These articles
Bre’ ready for use, and ean be easily applied
by any one. Send for Samples, Pamphlets, , Pri Price
Lists, etc.

re Chinen Bo &$1.10.

With 35 Large Three-Drachm Vials, Rosewood Case, and Hnmphrey’s Homao-

Holiday

68 Cherry street, sitting on’ the curbstone
in Frankfort street, shivering with cold

either

Fire=Proof Paints and Coatings, Cements
for Steam~Joints, Acid and Gas Retorts,
Leaky Roofs, &c.
Roof Paint,
N
Sheathing and Lining Felts.
Asbestos Boards, Paper, Thread, Cloth, &c.

fot Chil-

AMILY CASES.

562

lice last night found Julia Deems, of No-

and

Gentlemen

ll

HUMPHREY'S
a ols
Homaeepathic Medicine Company,

0)

unable:

for

some drain
n the system is always cured by
Humphrey's
Homoeopathic Specific
No. 23.
It
tones up an invigorates the System, dispels the
gloom and despondency, imparts st1®ngth and energy—stops the drain and rejuvenates the entire
man. Been used twenty Jedjs with perfect saccess by thousands.
Sold
by dealers. Price $1 per
single vial, or $5
package of five vials, and $2
ial of powder,
nt by mail on receipt of price.
88

Officer Lamb of the fourth precinct pe-

was

ASBESTOS
STEAM
PACKING.
+ Indestructible, self-lubrieating, flat, and round, all sizes.

Weak: "BO | Mcalouych tal Tan vs und Tod aie NoiT nds
4
Roar, Aparof So
By
or. 81.00, make a complett

.

& Targe size,

-

mental

From the Associated Press dispatches
to the Boston papers of Dec, 18, we cli
the following incident which happene
in New York city, and which tells its own

her child,

50

a. Ul cerated Sore throat...
onfe Cougestions and eruptions

NERVOUS

A SORRY BIGHT.

She

a,

i

a perfect insulator for hair felts, rendering them indestructible.

Hundryfls of graceful

NO. 7, nsed by Ladies,

Vital weakness or depression; A weak exhausted feeling, no en
or courage; the result of

seized the barrels which had rolled out
of the cars, and helped themselves to the
beer ‘till nearly a hondred was intoxicated.”
As compared with whiskey, it
simply requires a larger quantity of beer
to intoxicate.— National bh
Ad
vocate.

over a bundle

.

from Riding

LJ

Gymnasium.

movemenin, Nos.
school
Bora 0 Fey aE1a0le,

50

Epilepsy, Spasms, st. Vitus’ Dance 1.0

Ep

;

Price List.-No.l,

ed by any one.

PAINTS.

All shades, ready mixed, superior body, rich eolors, for gen»

ree
Hons
Used standing, sitting or
reclining,
*

»

opi po rh

eral purposes: the most durable and economical protective cov~
erings for exposed wood and fron. In pails, kegs and barrels,
ASBESTOS STEAM-PIPE AND BOILER
COVERINGS.
4
The Shenpest, most durable and effective non-conducrors in
Shee pO
superior to all others in U, 8,
government tosts—

50 | No.3 for Ohil iran 80 10, $1.20. No.4, for Children 10 to 14,50
10, Nob, for Ladies und Children M4 years and upwards,
50
{ix No, 6, for Gentlemen of moderate strenuth, $1.50.
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or single box to any part of the couutry,
free of charge, on receipt of the price.
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pitiful story :
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f Counting,
suitable for steep
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ASBESTOS

The Most Complete System
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a, for Homo
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:
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SBESTOS

flat roofs.

25 These remedies are sent by the case

from the track in passing a small station, near which were several bands of
colliers proceedingto their work. Seeing the accident, they rushed to the sia-

and moaning

Sea

Bias
an

Pocket

~

¢ Kidney Dis
SE GrAVel.assss sans .
f : Nervous Debil ut Vital Weakness. 1.00 |
00
Mouth
OFuarasssseracesoo
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: 1, Ary Y chiles: Wetting Bed ..
50 |

Manual

no more,

all
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y

The only reliable
finished with whis.

Debts collected, etc.

With 2) Large Three-Drachm Vials,Moroceo Case, and Specific Homeopathic
Manual,
$6
Sent by mail or express free, on receipt of the
price.

with a railway accident in

overpowering

ands, Swellin

pathic Mentor (New

Eogland.
A beer train from Bukton
upon the Midland Railway was throws

and,

Sd

of

ENDORSED DY THE MOST EMINENT PHYSICIANS.

50 |

With 25 Large Three-Drachm Vials,Morocco Case, and Specific Homeopathic

That the plea so often made for an unrestricted sale of beer, on the Frovsd that
it is a harmless beverage, is not well
founded, was recently strikingly shown

tion,

Impaired Hearing.

8crofula,
En)

"Dro

UNRESTRICTED SALE OF BEER.

ia connection

Bar Discharges,

+ Goneral Dewillty, Phyeioal

1.

lest you form a habit which has m it the
awful victory of death and the sting of the
grave.

angels,

isthe sun so bright, never are the clouds
so dense above me that I can not see,

of

per family about her, told them soul.

Catarrh, acute & Chronic
iflueniza
¢ Whooping-coygh, Violen#’Coughs..
‘ Asthma, Sop ressed Breathing.....

Opthaimy, and\Sore or Week Eyes

i

whose aching hearts are silent, through
dread and grief, and the fear of an untried exposiplution, I warn you, I plead

with you, I beg of you to drink

19
20
21

No

of loved one, come between your eyes
and the rising cup. I speak for those
who dare not speak for themselves.
I
throw into my voicethe pleading

Goodyear S

3

od

Prices in

face of mother, of father, of wife,ef child,

than if

how dh
and worldly she bad Leen,
asked their forgiveness and received it.
To-day, she is going through the city, laboring: for Christ and carrying in ber train
a host of her class.
_ Business men are giwing the meetthe

sbout to

’

25

& Agu on Blasi Foyer me

por

17
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_ Bdeefisements
500 PIANOS & ORGANS “2

and the mercy of the great God, to mourn
with us over the loss of what earth can
not give, nor Heaven with all jts powers

ings

whenever you A

25
2)

Peri

The following is taken from a sermon grief in Lhe police station was pitiful.
by Rev. W. H. H. Murray :
Te bring against drinking habits the
charge that they destroy not only proper-ty, but men, is to send forth into the air
a warnlng against their formation, solemn enough to make even idiots look Second-hand, of First-Class Makers ingrave. A ruined man! A man who has cluaing WAT EHREL will be sold uking

room.”
He told her she was not necessarily lost, and he talked kindly to her. The
sequel is, the husband, the children und
herself are rescued, for she went home,

gathered

man,

* ‘Eruptions,
Sait Rheum, Ervsibeins
¢ Rheumatism,
Rheumatic Pains ....

; {rou Cough. Difficclt Breathing..

and rascality

and reliable detectives always on
y
.G. PENDERGRAST.

AGENTS

25
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I

32

our

Ve

29
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25

8p

the glass, think of those at home! Let the

on

MAN,

in mind, in soul! Bring him to me, with
or without his coffin, and I will take the
Just been converted.
Such is the way it wreck and remnant of what was once a
takes hold of the best class.
Then abo
glorious being, out to the center of that
the Christians living
in Egypt.
This Common, and I will call the city togeth-

could best be illustrated. A lady of wealth
a leader of fushionable society, one day

O

eadache,

Theft

fast

Crying Colie or Teething of Infants * 25
or Adults.....
25
Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic... 25 |
Cholera Morbus, Vomi
25
‘Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis
“ 2
Neural a, Toothache, Faceache...
25
Sic!

promptly.

Experienced
hand.

4]

Colic.

Billious Stomach. FHigo
or Irregular Periods...
«too Profuse Periods...

27
| 28
20
»

passages
of Scripture suggestive of the One man he had talked with he found hearts when those we love misbehave.
Now 1 submit ti all of you, as candid
yower of
the Spirit shown in conversions, not only lifted out of his sins, but out of
people,
if these positions are not well
anything
give
to
be said it seemed difficult
his baunts and away from his conpan- taken ; and furthermore, I submit to all
like an adequate report ol what the Lord ions, and he lingered simp.y, he said, for you who have formed or are forming
is now doing through his servants in Chi- tige companionship of Christ,—he was drinking babits, whether you nave a right
cago; the chief difficulty was what to lonesome
without him, for now:
he
leave out, because he had seen so much. had no Turn Hall, no saloon andino boon to go on imperiling the vappiness of so
many peopie as your downfall would deof
outline
un
give
to
He should endeavor
companions.
The work is altogether
the work there. The magoitude of the personal in the inquiry rooms and out- stroy. Itis not 2 question of your own
but of the condition or others
work could be conceived by looking at the side. In the rooms a Christian man or condition,
affected by yours.
Your home is now
meetings. The great center is the Fab- woman kneels with the supplicant and as aceful.
Keep
it
so.
Your wife is now
partpermavent,
partly
building
4
ernacle,
does
not
leave
him
till
the
lizht
dawns
appy.
Let
not
that
happiness
be imeraod
area,
great
a
covers
ly temporary. It
upon his soul, and there is a guaranliee
Your childien are growing up
seats 10,000 people. Eighty-five hundred from the rescued. The way the work is rupted.
chairs are arranged for the ordiuary meet- done outside is this. A person becomes with an auspicious future. Let no net of
yours darken the sunsbine of their days.
ings, and often two thoysand more are interested,
then
he goes and
ou are now a support to many.
Suand
brought in. When we remember that this lays before hisand neighbor
his duty. The as such until the high purpose of associate
is the twelith week of these mectings, and
merchant
is
sent
to
the
merchant,
the
that they are crowded, we see that the iu- lawyer to the lawyer, the doctor to the life as expressed in you 1s tulfilled, and
you in the solemn course of nature are
terest {3 not flagging, but increasing.
from
mortal
responsibilities.
They ark steadily growing not only in doetor,, and so on, men being used in released

Worm

+ Dyspepsia,
. Subbrosa
¢ Leuco

26

once it has thrust itself in.
We are at
the merey of the social and spiritual condition of others; und might as well hope
10 keep fever frcm our nostrils when its

Fever,

served

ail kinds ferretted out.

MOST

Diarrhea, Children

28

not expel suffering from our hearts lo

the

THE

10
11
12

30

disgrace to them all, Nor can they protect themselves. We can not barricade
our sensibilities against feeling. We
can

Worm

eadache,

22

drinking bhabits.
If he has a wife, or
children, or parents, he brings shame and

taint is in

*
‘
¢
!
:

13‘

in no other evil course does a man

ors,

*

13

which’

he has broyght to some other one,
How
this may be reconciled with justice,I know
not: but the fact I know.
Now,

FROM

: Fevers, Congestion, Inflammation.

4

carsed:

injury

isting) procured fob lawyers and others. ‘Legal |

ample experienco, an entire success. Sim.
ple, Prompt, Efficient and Reliable. They are the
only medicines perfectly adapted to popular use.
NO. CURES
PRICES IN BOXES.
CENTS.

first, in the injury done himself; and see-

ond,

PROVED,

YORK.

All kinds of information and testimony, (if. ox)
‘paper's

It'is the law of life that men should
mate and mingle and be interwoven with
many, Joys and pains are mutnal. We
can not keep our own experiences to ourves, They are not like solid substances, but like volatile elements. They pass
their subtle influences into others, and
thus they quicken people to a larger life
or kill that life that they have.
You
can
not hurt yoursel alone, my friend. “You
can not sin and take the penalty all to
yourself.
An
innocent one
shall
vide the puighthent with you; and

NEW

HOMEPATHEE SPECIF-

how

C

UTAVACO

| cures Pimples, Blackheads,
Ring
worm, Baldness, Scall-Head, Harber's

Itch, and all Bkin Diseases.

New Specific!

$1 a bottle.

Circular Free. Address, Dr.E,C, ABBEY, Butfh!n, N.Ya

Send your orders to Rev.

I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., or Rev. A.
H.

Hurina, Chicago,

IlI,

t Daily.
HENRY C. WENTWORTH,
1y7
G.P.& T. A. Chicago.

H.B.LEDYARD:
Gen Supt, Chicago.

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salle.
___ _ Chicago Trains.
Depart. | Arrive.
Mail [via main ine) ...... + *10am| 8:00
pm
Special New York Express | *8:30a m|*7:00 p m
Accommodation ..........e.
8:40 pm| 15:10 am
Atlantic N. Y, Exprss (daily)! 5:16
pm| 9:00 a m
Night EXPress

.......ccacess

110 20p mi

*6:10 a m

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second
Street. Ticket Office 121 Randolph St.. near Clark.
CHICAGO

TRAINS.

Leave,

St. Louis Express,
- « « «
St. Louis Fast Line, « « « «
alro,Arkan’s & Texas Express,
Cairo & New Orleans Express,
Springfield and Péoria Express,
ringfleld Night
Express, - eoria and Keokuk
Express, Dubuque & Sioux City Expross,
Dubuque & Bloux Ulty Express,
Gilman Passenger, = « « « «

* Except Sunday,

| Arrive,

|*840a.m, *845p.m
|§830p.m.
§730 a.m».
§8 380 p. m.)* 430 p m.
/* 8.40 a, m. § 7.30 a.m. .
|* 8.40 a. m.(* 4.30 p, m.
§ 8.80 p.m |§ 7.30 a, m.
(*8.30 p, m.|* 7.30 a, m.
*9 30a, m.|*4.26 p. m
|* 9 30 p.m |*7 0 5a, m.
* 4.30 p. m,|* 9.25 a. m.

§ Dally.

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R. R..
Depots foot of Lake Street, Indiana Avenue and Sixteenth Street. and Canal and Sixteenth Streets. Tick=
et Ofices 59 Clark
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Street,

and

TRAINS.

at depots.

Leave,

Mail and Express, « « « « = * 7.25 a.
Ottawa & SBtreater Passenger, - [* 7.25 a,
Rockford, Dubuque & Sioux City'* 9.30 a,
Pacific Fast Line for Omaha, = [*10.15 a,
Kansas pr Leavenworth. At:
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: = = - = =*10.00p.
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wm. 17560a.m
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« « « « =*415 p.m, *11.20a.
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~~
= = |*530 p m. *8.56a.
Aurora Passenger. (Sunday)
=' 1.00p mm 10.lua
Dubuque & Sloux Cit Express, *9.30 p. mg * 705 a,
Pacific Nighi Express
for Omaha $10.00 n.m.if 6.058,
Kansas Clty. Le» renworth. At+
chison & St Juseph Express, 110,00 1. m. 16,55a,
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A. HM. Huling, Western Editor.
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"EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :

JOHN

FULLONTON,
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;

The transfer to Asia of

scarcely a physical motion his spirit pass-

ed away, so that one could hardly say
when the earthly life ended and the im-

thin, we are sure we

mortal began.
Fitting passage from
Christian service to a Christian's reward.
As a pastor in various places, apd especially as Secretary of our Foreign Missionary Society during the last fifteen
years, Bro. Libby was widely

known and

J. J. BUTLER, D. D.
REV. J. M. “BREWSTER.

1 REAL INDUCEMENT.

advance, we will send the ** Memoir”
40 cents additional.
:

for

We have only a limited supply of the
“ Memoir” on hand, and those who wish

year :

;

Rev. CHARLES HOWARD MArcoM,
D., Dr. JAMES L. Pariries, Rev. Wor H.
Bowen;D. D., REv.
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KAYSER,
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Rev.
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REv.
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F.

NOYES,

C. Hog-

MELISH,
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RICKER,

and Rev. H. N. HERRICK.

THE POSITION OF RUSSIA.

Voltaire,

after

many

vicissitudes

of

fortune, having reached an advanced age,

once more turned his steps towards Paris ;
and, when stopped by the officers of the

customs, as he

reached

a gate of the

city, with the inquiry if he had any contraband goods with him,he réplied, “No,
no; there is’ nothing contraband here
but myself”: so,
exander II, made.

ble speech

question, we
him

as

when the Czar, Alhis recent memora-

at Moscow,

on the Turkish

imagine ourselves

to whether

asking

he intends war, and

can foresee.

very costly, and to add enormously to
her present financial embarrassment.

war remain with himself. The speech
“of the Czar has created a profound sensation throughout Europe. He said, “My
wish is to the uttermost to spare Russian
blood. Therefore I have striven and will
still strive {o obtain a real improvement
of the position of the Christians by peaceful means.
In a few days negotiations
will commence at Constantinople. My
most ardent wish is that we may arrive
at a general agreement.
Should this,

their

respond to my summons should I consider it necessary and Russia's honor requires it. Moscow will lead the van by
its example. May God help us to carry
out our sacred Mission!”
This speech has awakened great en| -thusiasm throughout the whole empire
of Russia.
City and town councils, merchant’s and tradesmen’s guilds, sects, asthe

clergy, and

all classes,

have declared their readiness to fly to
accomplish the demands of the Czar.
Next come tidings that the Czar has
ordered a part of the Russian army to
prepare for military movements; then
that these movements

have

commenced ;

then that peace will probably prevail ;
and then that the probabilities of war
have increased.
True, Prince Gortchakoff has issued a circular to; Russian representatives..at foreign
cpurts, saying
that the Czar does not waar, though
he is determined thatthe principles of justice shall be carried out Ip Turkey under
efficacious
guarantees;
but, we
have

learned

from

the history of kings and

governments the painful lesson that high

i

a

oma

ES

a

sounding phrases often conceal a deadly
purpose, and the question of war or
peace between Russia and Turkey now

lose their

once, he used to say;

only the passion-subduing, wisdom-giving spirit of the great:Master can possi-

the passage in safety.
Let
Christians everywhere seek the Lord ; let
the spirit of prayer prevail in the churches and in the family; let there be a per-

sistent, holy purpose, on the part of the

set apart for the nation’s welfare. Nearly all benevolent enterprises

are

in a needy condition. Missionary societies are going in debt, and educational
work is hindered by the same drawback.
To be sure, your matter-of-fact person
will say, and rightly, that itis

a

revival

of business that we need to relieve those

wants.

But there isalso needed a revival

of the self-denying, generous

table Christian

spirit

churches, which if we

and

chari-

throughout the

could have,

songs

of relief would soon be heard where now

there are destitution and mourning.
Bo

we

earnestly

beseech

all

our

churches and all our readers,that in behalf

of the national peril, in behalf of all benevolent work, in behalf of a true Christhe community,ig behalf of failing churches, indifferent professors and all sinners,
in behalf of the youth,and of temperance,

international

conference,

the case to abitration ?

to war ?

and

submit

Or, will she rush

We have sorrowful apprehen-

sions that the latter course would be
adopted. Besides, what is the temper of
Turkey in this matter?
All accounts
assure us that gnthusiasm rages at Con.
stantinople as well as at Moscow.
Will

the Turks, moved by religious fanaticism
and aroused by intense fervor to fight,
listen to the demands of Russia ?

and the world.

his nervous system yielded to the
strain brought
upon it, partly

severe
by his

work in which he was engaged, and partly by his almost constunt efforts in behalf
of that work, and during that time death
has been gradually advancing upon him.

(Dover, N. H.,) as one of her representatives in the Legislature, and not until the’

approach of autumn did he fully yield
last wasas peaceful as the close of a sum-

.

can

not

make our-

selves as disagreeable. Are we sure of
that ? ‘Tt is trite to say that we suppose
we should be just as weak if we were in
another's place, but the remark seldom
comes from the heart. We areall lovers
of self and in a sense- should be.
The
thing is not to forget that others also

spirit of our departed friend must have rejoiced, if it were conscious of earthly

things.

3Y

The services were

attended

of which

Mr. Libby had béen chairman,

and the

City Government, of one branch of which

he was formerly president.
It is by
marks of esteem like this that useful men

are followed when they die.
all these classes

And among

his lie still exercises

a

‘blessed influence, drawing their thoughts
to the religion which he exemplified and
honored before them.
:
But there is one circle remaining, to
which thjs death is too sacred a thing for
any words of ours. The family from which
the true husband and father goes out has
left in it a place vacant forever. That is
the heart's own loss. We do notinvade its
presence. For no human philosophy could
explain or hardly lighten it. But for the
heavenly peace and consolation, bereft
indeed were those who sustain such a
loss. Beyond the waiting and the weeping, beyond the valley and the shadow,
there is no death and no loss.
Bro. Libby was sixty-five years ofd at

the time of his death.
;

i

A PECULIAR O0UGH.
Some one has said that there
inherent

is no

meanness

of

spirit than to always talk about being
genteel. ' These are the people who
make

abundant

excuses for the

monplace pe

travel ; and it

com-

in life which they sup-

will

be

noticed

that

the

Once, they say, they

an ambition.
them

were

possessed

of

Certain friends had assured

that a wonderful talent but needed

from the activities of life. His death at
mer

day.

In the

midst

of his

fami-

they have

will consider

the

question

well Before djscontinuing “tite

Morning

Stay.

GATHERING

THEM IN.

to

one's

cise a generous chatty.
All this uneasiness in regard

self, taken with the native efforts to make
proves

growth,

that

we

There

are

a state

of

is’ positive satisfaction

in the thought that we are

not complete,

that these awakenings for a higher life
may beceme real some time, that the end

is not yet. Sad would be our lot' if-the
end were near.
Great hogs are not
realized in a day, nor are
the greater
hopes of mankind satisfied with an earthly life.
Then let us be patient with each other,
for each has d stery to tell to some one,

and blessed is our lot if that some

one

is patignt with us.

ThidBpeculiar

cough

has a practical

side, which we will pass by at present.
How much one should suffer from what
one deems an undue garrulity is a question, and when it is one’s duty to practically say ‘shut up” is another question.
,
Rev. C. O. Lisey’s RELIGIOUS LIFE. A
brief record of the public portion of Bro.
Libby's religious and ministerial life will
interest his many acquaintances. It would

in the Tabernacle,

8 succession

forsaking them.

den of their cry.

.

cravers after universal

evening

years, Bro

There was a good’ gat).

we spent

with

the

East

perintended by a lady, and

Bowdoinham.

supplies

Bro.

the pulpit,

church at

E.: Parinton

and works

good will and warm

with o

heart for the sal.

vation, of the people and is very highly
esteemed for his long and faithful seryi.

ces in the Master's cause, in this section
of the State. The Sabbath school is sy.

is marked

for efficiency and permanent progress
The divine Word
in its valuable work.

ernobons from 1 to 10 dM. The object
has been to become more intelligéntly
acquainted with the ew converts in or-

is closely

studied

and

there

is looked

for a glorious outpouring of the Holy

Spirit, as the winter closes.

der the better to undérstand their specifie

This church

within twa years has been heavily taxed
in théerection of a very pleasant house
of worship. So the collection for Home

wants and help themto ghnreh homes, as
well as to afford them better spiritual instruction and encouragement. In short,
the wise effort has been to render the reresults of the meeting as permanent as

with prayers to God

Missions was $5.00,

for his blessing on the’ Home Missions.|

J. 8. BurGEss, Cor. Sec,

possible by systematic care of the awakened on the part of the churehes. Unlike many of our exchanges, we-'shall not
attempt at present any ‘summing up” of
the great results, nor any elaborate anal-

many

ering on. the Sabbath and some interest
felt in Missions, with a collection taken
for- Home Missions of $15.75. Sunday

of

-o-&
"-o-re

To the Women of the F. B. Denomination,
At the annual meeting of the Board of

Managers of the F. B. Woman's Mission-

ogies of the evangelists and their meth-

ary Society, its Committee

ods,

Intelligence were instructed to furnish
pore facts re
ng women's missionary work, for the useof our women's
missionary societies... We do not know

nor

to cipher. out the problem

of

their wonderful success by assuming factors which possibly do not belong togthe
calculation. We confess that our own
slate is not of sufficient size for the com-

ways

ones.

on Missionary

to what extent tho articles already pub-

putation and that it will be time enough

be impossible to speak ofits daily and al-

lished in the Star, under the head, “Wom-

an’s Xiss; Work," are used in the ineet- ings of the societies; but again we request our sisters to preserve in some

converted in his native town of Gorham,
Me., in 1831, and, with several relatives,

form these that may hereafter appear,
80 as to have them at hand, ready for use
whenever occasion offers. For
sake

united with the Congregational church in
that town, of which his parents were al-

use of a scrap book.

joyous

manifestations.

peady members.

But

He

his own

was

of convenience,

conviec-

. g

tions on the subject of baptism led him,
in 1843, to be immersed, at which time he
with his wife united with, the Freewill

Church

Notes. k

Eld. Os-

‘been gathered half a century.
standard, in

small church in Standish,

labors were followed by the still more ef-

,Me., where

there were several conversions, and

then

entered upon his first pastorate,
was over the Scarboro’ and Cape
beth churches, dividing his pastoral
between them, He remained here

which
Elizawork
eight

years, and then went

to So. Parsonsfield,

where he also remained eight years.

He

then labored with the No. Berwick church
one year; after that five years

with

Candia church, and

then two years

the Wells

church,

which

pastorate.

Each of these pastorates

was

the
with

his last

was

characterized by- prosperity in both
spiritual and temporal affairs of
church. His business talent, which

the
the
en-

abled him to serve the Foreign Mission
Society so successfully, was always made.

a blessing to the churches that employed
him, although it was always kept in subjection to claims of a spiritual and higher
nature. He resided in Dover eight years,
and, as we have

already

intimated,

was

borne first raised the Freewill
then

by

a

mission to the Baptists.
He was not
encouraged, and it is no act of genuine
kindness to encourage, religious tramps
anywhere,
Mt.

Moria

F.

—

B.

ASSOCIATION.

The minutes‘of the last meeting of this
Association,
Bethlehem

which was
chureh,
in

held with the
Monroe
Co.,

Mississippi, show that it is in a hopeful condition and eager for work. It is
composed of twenty-one churches in Alabama and Mississippi, all supplied with

pastoral service, and having a memberMissionary and Evangelistic work, and at
this seésion appointed a person to travel
among its churches and stir them up to
good works.
attend him,

May the

spirit and power

P. Cilley.

The Holy Spirit fell in great

power upon the whole town, when the
voice of ‘agonizing prayer and joyful
song mingled in every breeze thut swept
the place, and gave glory to God in the
saving power of the glorieus gospel.
This work of divine grace laid the
foundation
for the neat and pleasant

church building they now have.
diately

following

ORDERS 4

dedication,

When

a subscriber “desires to stop his paper,
for any reason satisfactory to himself;le

the office of publication. If we see a
name on the paper we do not know but
it came bagk because misdirected, and
instead of stopping it, we take more
If the words, ‘ stop
written on it, the sub-

the

delight and improvement, the church and
people listened to his sweet and: earnest

appeals.
The church from the beginning has been greatly favored in its ministers. Not one has proved recreant to
duty. Not one has failed by precept or
example to show forth the gospel of God,
.up to the present day. We have just spent
‘Bro. J.

them,

though

Malvern,

late

of

Chicago, is now their pastor, pleasantly,
situated, and vigorously at work for the

enlargement of the church and the conversion of sinners.

The meetings on the

Sabbath are well attended, and excellent
attention given the word spoken, with
live prayer meetings, increasingly spiritual, convincing and saving.
Bro. Malvern is identified heartily and
practically with the Reform Club, which
is duly appreciated by the temperance
people of the place. The club holds its

weekly
which

meetings, Sunday
are

well

afternoon,

attended, and

our list.

more

|

Rev. H. WHITCHER

is now supplying ¥

ehurch at Norwich, N. Y.

Rey. D. C. WHEELER writes from Bath,
Me’, that a good work is in progress with the .
Corliss St. church.
REV. A. D. JONES closed his labarsat North
Berwick, Me., the second

Sabbath

in

Decem-

ber,and has commenced labors With the church
in Nottingham, N. H.
The Register omits by mistake

the names of

Rev. N. Breoks and C. 8, Frost, licentiate, both
of the Merrimack
i
N. H.

8t.

church,

of

er,
:

.

FORT JACKSON, N.Y. The F. Baptist society here have built a very pleasant and commodious

parsonage

of which

the pastor

and

family have now taken possession. Fourteen
were added to this church last summer. May
this winter bring in many more into the fold.
CHAS. HURLIN.

WARREN, VT." For the second time within
a year the Lord has séen fit to bless the people
of Warren with mercy drops from the full

clougt of his salvation.
home

Wanderers have come

to Father's house

to

rejoice together

with the new born convert.
verts are the youths,

Among

the con-

and the middle-aged;

the

school-gir], merchant, physician and mechanic.
:
J. W. BURGIN,
EAST WILLIAMSTOWN, VT. The church at
East Williamstown have had great reason to
as they have been permitted to hear
rejoice
the cry of the wounded and the shout of the
for
forward
come
have
Ten
redeemed.
prayers, and many more we think are deeply

R. L.D, PRESTON.

convicted.

East

PENFIELD,

Last May I was

Y.

N.

called to Wayneport, about six miles from

the

to them

the

East Penileld churchto attend the funeral of a
little child. At the close of the service I was
invited by one whe was not a Christian to
come and preach to them. Arrangements
were made for a room, and I went there once
break

in two weeks, and tried to

bread of life. At one service there was not a

parents who were called
child last May, with some
found the Saviour, and
thirteen of them followed
of baptism. Among the

other

yond comprehension.

clubs,

is

be-

Some, if not many,

of the reformed, are from the gutter, now

thoroughly

Christians, and

persons of

intelligence
and moral power.
The
blessed God is certainly working with
them, to the surprise and astonishment
of all.
At the close of a discourse on Home
Missions, Sabbath morning, a collection
was taken

of $22.50.

We

the church, and people
upon having so able
them

congratulate

of New Market
and valuable a
as

Bro.

his pastorate and success

M.,

and

be long

continued. *
.
Bowdoinham Ridge, Me., is the best
agricultural part of the town.
are well cultivated

Its farms

and stocked,

and potatoes for market.

of

produc-

gurplus hay,

But little re-

DANVILLE, N. H. The audience room of
the house of worship has been re-constructed
and greatly improved. The sittings, instead of
facing the entrance, have been put the other
way, the pulpit put at the other
The place for the minister

the

and

end,

the pulpit was.
style,

is of modern

slightly elevated with a small desk. Substantial work and convenience appear in all and

nothing for nf#¥e show.

The audience room

is nearly a model one. The re-dedication took
place, Sabbath, Nov. 26, Rev. J. A. Lowell,

the pastor, gave a very

and the prayer

appropriate

of dedication

A neat brick meeting-heuse, on the

passedto his great and eternal reward.
This pulpit is now filled by Rev. N.
Preble, but who had already resigned

where

geats for the choir put

cinity, showed

tip-

to part with their
twenty others, have
yesterday [Dec. 17]
him in the ordinance
number was a lady

sixty-three years old, also a father, mother,
son and two daughters, the youngest of whom
And to Him be all
is seventeen years of age.
the glory who came to seek and to save that
C. B. HART.
which is lest.

Rev. J. Fullonton.

top-part of the Ridge, has long stood a
beacon light to the people, and hallowed
by the presence ofthe Holy One. It has

the

that

say

to

and to-day we are permitted

moved from the beautiful waters of the
Kennebec and M. C. Railroad, it enjoys
the best facilities for transportation to
Boston.
The entire community is almost exclusively of the Freewill Baptist faith.

Now if you decide to take a paper no

wish will be

Cox.

plished by this, and

preached Jesus, saw the divine glory and

your

z

single professing Christian present; at another
service there was only one. Yet there was 3
deep interest manifested by non-professors,

:

in legible letters, and

again ‘suggest the

thoroughly Christian in spirit and service
than many temperance gatherings of
similar Reform Clubs. The good accom-

ing many tons annually

Rl

D1SCONTINUANCE.

its

Imme-

‘ sainted and never to be forgotten”
Elias Hutchins occupied its pulpit, and"
we nced not say how well, or with what’

may

i
All money for Foreign Missions
should be sent to ‘the Treasurer of the
Society, REv.
NAnuMm
Brooks, Manchester, N. H.
8

These

ficient and successful services of Rev. D.

clergyman with
Fa
>

EE
a
a

and believe.

a pleasant Sabbath with

ists, Wesleyans, Disciples, Christians,
Union Church, and had applied for ad-

SPP

school-house, surrounded

to hear

cold without.

Caution. We are informed by one
of our brethren called to act on a council for the admission of a professed minister of the gospel to one of our churches,
that the examination revealed the fact
that the applicant had already been connected with the Presbyterians, Method-

Baptist

a few families, who joyfully

gathered

we

Winisters and @hurches.

The church at New Market, N. H., has

Baptist church. He soon felt an irresisti‘ble duty to preach the gospel, and after a
severe experience he determined to enter
upon that work. He first preached to a

Children will cough rather than to longer, write to the publisher and say,
go unobserved, is a well put illustration ;' ‘‘ Please discontinue the paper that now
—50 will older people.
In many cases comes to my address in the town of:
the cough is obstinate.
and state of:
-," and sign your name
, These ravenous

‘in times past.

inquiry-room meetings
ffve been held for
different classes filling Up the entire aft-

to give the answer when vouchsafed to us
by Heaven's arithmetic. Apparently present results are not always ultimately real

been

** Unlucky,” is the bur-

year, "For

P. has served this last named ‘people.
now recalled to serve still longer, for 5.
a love of the Lord's servant. and service =

The past week

held

exer-

the new

has marked the practical close of th
great revival worl at Chicago as con-

in

fact

the training to be duly appreciated. As a pains in sending it.

consequence,

and we hope that you

this

on that

difficulties of which they complain most
age of the nature of stones and bushes, is not refieved from the obligation of
for instance, which a few days of hard paying ‘for it by simply returning it to

work would have cleared out of the way.

¥

to others, all

and

ship of six hundred and two ‘persons.
The Association feels the need of Home

»

Oo
0-4 0-0

*

that better self apparent

love ¢hemselves,

of the

place, the Board of Education,

5

gratified. But to remove the name ofa
subscriber is always an unpleasant task,

ducted specially by Messrs. Moody and
Sankey. No preaching service<saveon the
Sabbath) has been held, and yet no period since the commencement of thie meetings has been more crowed with work,
or more important. In \addition to the
noon prayer-meetings, which havea been

called to important public positions.

by many

citizens, including the clergymen

T

making ‘my paper,” are
abounding to the'end.
So, to a great de- themselves miserable through
the years, seriber not only violates law by so writ- witnessed glorious, effusions of spiritual
gree, was his interest in religious and
and pouring their stereotyped story alike ing, but, if* the town and state are not life to the church, and saving grace besecular affairs. © Only last summer he, for into willing and unwilling ears.
They given, we can not find the pérson’s name | stowed upon perishing sinners. Here
the second time, served his adopted city make no secret of their inner hopes, fast among the twelve or fifteen thousand o
our dear Bro. Quinnam long labored and
But his faith and hope were steady and

of the entire papulation of Bosnia, HerzAd

following the funeral services, to hold its
Christmas - festival.
Even in this the

pose others
Assign to them.
They have
been unfortunate, their health has been
poor, their privileges have been limited,
stones and rubbish and troublesome bushes have made their road in life hard to

te the encroaching disease that drove him

Bulgaria, without distinc-

si-

may be a richer possession to themselves

These are the requests made of Turkey by the Czar: 1, The disarmament
egovina, and

was the striking gonsrast between the

surer sign of an

anxiety for the success of the missionary

What

not

and of every effort calculated to help
and bless humanity, they give themselves
this one week to meditation and prayer
and. all noble
efforts, that their life
through all the other weeks of the year

sia, as made

conference.

and

lent form of this white haired man upon
his bier, and the bounding, exultant life
of youth, full of promise and hopefulness,
that gathered in the vestries in a few hours

tian spirit in the family and throughout

After a lingering illness this dear brother passed to his rest Thursday aftérnoon
at four o'clock. More than two yedrs ago

that

I will try

add to its gloom.
+
The influence of such a npan is blessed.

much nearer than we do now to the:
happy day of national disarmament and “One of the bad things about our daily life
15 that we so often dole out our fears to
peaceful arbitration.
Br...
those Who are already foreboding enough,
THE WEEK OF PRAYER.
and lay our burdens upon those who are
- The week of prayer is close at hand. already bending beneath their own. If
Have the churches been getting ready
those who knew afd esteemed our dear
for it ? We are promised all ‘things that, Brother would consistently try to be like
it is needful for us to have in answer to him in this respect, one of the excellent
prayer. If we take God athis word, and influences of his life, and one of the most
do the things required of us, we may see | wholesome expressionsof the Christian resuch an improvement in living and in ligion, would be greatly multiplied and
worship as will make heaven itself re- extended in the world.
‘joice.
:
The funeral services were held at the
This country has never been in a con- Washington street church in Dover, Mondition when.it so greatly needed the in- day afternoon, and consisted of the usual
fluences and results of a dignified, manly devotional exercises, and remarks by difand poflinching Christian spirit as it does
ferent persons on some prominent characnow. The oldship of State isamong break- teristic of the deceased.
It was an imers. It is well nigh surroundedby them. pressive occasion. The day itself was
There is just the narrowest way out; and full of suggestions. Besides these, there

Czar may be pleased to give Lis own
words.
:
The conference at Constantinople 3,
very well. Suppose, however, that Turkey will not admit the demands of Rus-

Will Russia in that event, call an

ly to .be_ discussed with a few intimate

would

and we would stand

REV. CHARLES 0, LIBBY.

at

teem him as a friend. It was éver a cheer-

would

vocation,

Do we enjoy condescending pity ? But

only the opportunity, for these to soon es-

wars

interests,

hinges upon the interpretation which the

then?

hills in summer time.
Thus he always
moved among men.
He was never a
stranger long. His social qualities soon
made him acquaintances, and it needed

end, peace societies

financial

come to an

would simply consult

people, to get out of our national difficulties only by the right way, and an influence will go abroad inthe land that politicians and partisans can no more resist
than they could the demand for the emancipation proclamation.
v
The people, if they insisf on it, can
however, not be achieved, and should I objec the politicians to let the country
see that we can not obtain guarantees out'of its perils safely and honorably.
necessary for carrying out what we in- And nothing would help the peeple so
tend to demand from the Porte, I am much in this respect as a faithful observconvinced that the whole of Russia will ance of that day of the week of prayer

of

the

friends, or with the proper officers of the
Board. Ican'pass through this life but

Indeed, if nations

receiving,
for answer that the risks of ‘bly make

semblies

influence that was like a breeze from

Even when the cares and needs of the
Mission were weighing the most heavily
upon him, he resolutely kept his fears on-

BARKER,
L.

door from our own, and many a tep miunutes’ call has he made here in the midst
of’work already wearisome, and left an

hoped, therefore, that Russia will hesiD. tate to embark upon a war certain to be

RAavLIN, REV. CHARLES S. PERKINS, REV.
Rev. O. E. BAKER, REV.

His office was only one

ful, hopeful spirit that he showed to men.

PENTE-

Rev.

personal friend.

Itis to be

human sagacity

Ransom DUNN, D. D., Rev.
A.

Riv.

funds fall

cial depression the extent of which no

others, will contribute regularly to the
columns of this paper during the cgming

J. M.

Russian

and Paris; and a war would impair, and
possibly destroy, her credit with the capitaligts of Europe, and bring on a finan

The following named persons, among

CLARENCE

made

twenty per cent. in one crash at London

SPECIAL OONTRIBUTORS.

ProF.

her paper cur-

she owes now probably $2,000,000,000 ;
taxes are collected with difficulty ;the mere

rumor of war

the advantage of this generous offer should
apply at once.

cost,

sinking deeply into debt;

rency is depreciated so that a paper
rouble is twenty-five per cent. below par;

We pay the postage in each case.
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everywhere esteemed. His robust form,
It seems almost certain that Turkey
will not make all .these concessions.
If his cheerful manner, his hopeful spirit,
not, then the prospeet is an awful one his always active humor, and his steady,
£3 All communications
Gsigned for publica:
indeed.
A war, in’ which religious unwavering faith which operated like a
tior ¥hould be addressed tothe Editor, and all
tonic wherever he. appeared, male his
letters on business, remittances of money, &c., fanaticism will give additional fury to the
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.
politégal power, is liable to break forth. ‘presence ever grateful and ¥ elcome.
Yet, \those who pray and labor for Fronr Maine to Towa the announcement of
his death will come like a personal bet not lose heart.
There are
réavenignt
to many a family circle, where
ne
barriers
in
the
way
of
war.
= For 82.90 in advance, we will send
of these he will be recalled ag the man of robnst
the
Morning Star" one year to aniy)-new We may mention atleast ong
health and of devotion to the work that
x
subscriber, and the ** Memour of Rev. Geo. obstructions.
The financial position of Russia isa was so dear to him, and they will be
7. Day,’ lately prepared by W. H. Bowen,
powerful restraint upon her warlike am- amazed\afresh
at the way death conquers
D. D.
The‘ Memoir” is a
IXmo. volume
urpose and bodily vigor,
of 431 pages, each volume containing an bition; she can ill afford.to go to war, strength
Notwithstanding her vast area, and ames and brings them thus suddenly to the
excellent portrait of our lame
brother,
ple resources, and great population, grave. Be ye also ready, for the hour of
and retails for $1.50...
To old subscribers whe will
pay up all she groans now beneath an enormous his coming no man may know.
For years the nation has been f+ Our own loss by this death is that of a
arrearages and two years’
eription in debt.
. Prov.

ed

'

:
:
sympathy get but little besides a candescending pity,
.

language of the country to be introduced
into the public offices and tribunals; 5.
A native Christian to be appointed Governorby the Porte in each province; and
the appointment of a permanent Commigsion of supervisors, composed of the
counsels of the great Powers.

Editor.
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was

discourse,

offered by

Rev. J. Higgins assisted in

The assembly was large, al!

the services.

was

one of great
F.

The people of East Penfield, N.

Y., and vi

were attentive and the day
interest to the people there.
Donations.

their willingness

to support

those that labor with them by making their
pastor and family a donation amounting 1
Com.

:

$105.00, Dec. 13.

On the evening of Dec. 13, a goodly number
gathered at the Hall near the parsonage, in
N. Y,, and after a season 0
Fort Jackson,
some
social conversation and refreshments,
ly

00 were landed the pastor, and thankfu

CHAS. HURLIN:

———
WESTERN.
Donations.

Wg learn

that the

friends

of

of Rev.

J.

Q.

his pastorate, and accepted an invitation Wheeler of Mona, lowa, met recently at he
to become the pastor of the church at church and donated their pastor thirty-five
Litchfield Plains, at the beginning of Goltare.
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A BEAUTIFUL
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THE
“The Orchestrion Chimes is a new organ just

REV. I. R. SPENCER acknowledges witn
thanks the recéipt of $73.56 as the result of an

completed by Horace Waters & Sons, It has five
octaves, twelve stops, three sets of reeds, sub-bass
and octave coupler, which doubles the power, makmg it equal to six full séts of reeds, Besides this,
there is a stop called the Chimes, having two and
one-half octaves of bells tuned in perfect harmony

parsonage at Lennox, O., a short time since,

Rev. E. TisBars writes that a revival in-

terest in thé Swede Point church, Ia., of

with the reeds, with which in slow strokes an effect

which he is pastor, was enjoyed as the result of meetings held in conneetion with
and protracted after the last session of the
Q. M. at that place.
Rev. C. D. Dudley,

materially

in

of chimes is produced.” —Ezaminer §¢ Chronicle. .
A Help For Hard
more from one’s work or

make the most of the products,is very desirable in.
formation.
A good deal of such information is un.

the

doubtedly furnished in the valuable dmeracan 4gricwlturist, whose announcement will be found in
our advertisement columns under the heading of
of “Hard Times."—How the saving or extra pro.
duction of a single small object as an egg a week,
or one of several other articles, will pay for that

Quurterly Seetings,
sere Q. M.—Held

cnr

ABE

Be

. Dover
& Foxcroft

ee, BE. cn

-

its winter term with

church,

Dec.

15-17.

Journal, or our own, is well exhibited
nouncegent referred to.
Read it.

The

severity of the weather prevented many from
coming, yet the season was one of profit.
Brethren Hutchins, Eastman, and Andrews
from the Exeter Q. 'M., and Bro. Graves_from
Springfield Q. M., J. D. Couliard from Montville Q. M. were present, amd added to the
interest of the meeting. Bro. Couliard labors

as a

missionary

in

our

destitute

These
shoes.

Sat

Resdlved,

108s of a

1.

sincerely

spiritual father,

mourn

wise counselor

NIRS

and

ngton, Ky.

GENESEE (Mich.) Q. M.—Held its Oct, ses-

Oct. 20. The business of the conference was
done with great harmony, and the metings of

and refreshing

This was especially true of the social meeting
«on Saturday afternoon, in which sixty-five persons bore Josthniony to the richness of a

of weather

pledges toward paying the indebtedness on the
church at Reese,and in the evening the services
«closed with a very pleasant communion sea-

gains in overcoats, ulsters,

son.
shiiis
Next session with the church in Goodrich,
commencing Jan. 19.
:
=
DAVID RICHARDS, Clerk.

farming,

cello

has

entered

churches.

York
Rev.

upon

Prairie

his

Asuranora QM. will hol its Jan.

WENTWORTH Q. M.” will be held

commencing
over the

sermon at next session, which will convene
with the Monticello church, Feb. 2, at 7 1-2,

: ROCKINGRAMN Q. M. will convene

L. F. FARNHAM, Clerk.

‘LAWRENCE (N Y.) Q. M.—Held its Dec.

session at Dickinson.
An interesting and
profitable season was
enjoyed.
Next session- with the Parishville church,
the 2nd Suburday and Sabbath in Feb. Rev.

Rev. A.D. Jones,

‘sions, needing

a

Books

Misto go

is

almost

|

times a week;
but the
receipts for the
year 1875 amounted to 5,797,463 francs, of

which France alone contributed

the

mous

or nearly

sum of

3,902,083

francs,

enor-

$800,000.

Business Fotices,
FRANK MILLER'S LEATHER PRESERVATIVE and
Water-Proof blacking received the highest
only award at the Centennial Exhibition.

and

tharket.

11t46

more good than any one on earth under God, and
believe I owe my life to you, and thank you from
the bottom of my heart for all that you have done.

tried

doctors, far and near, but all in vain, Some said I
had consumption ; others liver disease, I quit all
doctyrs, and wrote to you for help, and obtained it
from your great ‘East India Hemp.” I depend upon you alone for o perfect restoration to health,and

Yours Truly,

’

Our readers will welcome

Please

Ointment,

send

which

A. E. RICHARD,
the advertisement

o

the popular Seedsmen, Messrs. D. M, Ferry & Co.,
of Detroit, Mich. Their Seed Annual for 1877 far
surpasses their previous numbers.

of the largest in the
+dorgement from us.
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Hard Times. | Volume3 1s ust begiuning.
. “WORTH MUCH AND COST LITTLE.”
illustrated by designers and artwell. TheIt || Itistsis ofprofusely
it willhardPAYtimes.
want outit; the
Hard Times. “| |willYou help
the highest order of merit, and will be pub-
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Hard Times.
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S Investigate the merits of The Il« lustrated Weekly, before deterGENT
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thing
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and most complete
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250 pages,
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in advance for 1877,

and remits direct to this oflice, a copy of
The Mothers Joy.
:
The handsomest Chromo ever offered hy a publish.
per yous.
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Philadelphia, Pa.

Fredonia, N. Y.
v

.

4tb0eow
with name, for 10c & Stamp.

(20 styles) Acquaintance Cards,
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Schools

made
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Profits
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11 prove it or forfeit $500.
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gilt,
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& Co, Portland,
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Address
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Stoddard,

Medical
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How made in ten hours
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Springfield, Mass.
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FREE
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ofall

kinds, Weakness

the

from any cause, etc.

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

None are genuine
HAYDOCK, as agent

unless
for the

the signature of J
Uni
States, sur’

rounds each box of Pills and Ointment, A hand
some reward will be given to any one rendering

such information as may lead to the detection of
any party or parties counterfeiting the medicines

oF vending
rious.

the same, knowing

them to be spu-

+*« Rold at the manufactory of Professor HOLLOWAY & Co, New York, and
by all respectable
druggists and dealers in medicine throughout the

Sivilived world, in boxes at 25 centy, 62 cents, and
each.
Aa-There is a considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes,

N. B.—Directions for the guidance of patients in
eyery disorder are affixed to each box..

uhAY, LIGHT,

HAIR

Bonds guaranteed.

neither we nor our customers ever took
an acre
of land under foreclosure.
Send for
particulars
and references.
J. B. WATKINS & CO,
Lawrence, Kan., or Henry
Dickinson, Manager, 72 Cedar Street, New York.
1y49

CU

by using

PR.
HEBBARD'S CURE.
IT HAS CURED THOUSANDS.

And will give $1,000 for a case it will not benefit.
A bottle sent free to all aadroaeing,
J. E. DIBBLE, Chemist, Office 1865, Brausys N.

CENTEN'L EXHIBITION
AGENTS WANTED

a few applications
of the AMBROSIA
to a beautiful auburn or
to the dark, lustrous colors of youthful tresses.
Humors, Dandruff, Itching of the Scalp, and
Where the hair follicles are not destroyed, it
It is perfumed with extracts from fragrant flowers,

FOR HISTORY

It sells faster than any other book. One Agent
gold 84 copies in one day. Send for our extra
terms to Agents.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Ptiladelphia, Pa.
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All who use it praise it.

Price

$1.00

per

Bottle.

Colas, Coughs,

Rheumatisn,
SHE Nek,
Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia, fae
Didrrhes,
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Toothache, ES.

NET.

Improved Farm

1560

Lists of Sunday school
Concert Exercises. Samples of various Sunday
school Papers. Samples of Praise and Responsive Services.
These last five items SENT

on

will cause the hair to grow on bald heads.

for Sun-

Workers.

Blotches

hase’s Print52629

Maine.
1y49
"CATARRIT, DEAFNESS,
CONSUMPTL1ON
positively cured by
DR, KECK’S new method. Consultation iree by

ITIVELY.

et Our Terms,

Complaints,

Falling of the Hair, are at once cured by it.

ceipt

The worst cases of the longest standing,

You will find it to eu
dvantage to get all at
one place.
Lists of International

Bilious

soling “Dr.

a

FITS, AND EPILEPSY

‘SENT

Asthma,
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50 MIXED CARDS With name for 10 cts, and
stamp. Agent’s Outfit 10 cts. One pack Rooster
cards, 10 cts. M. W. Dowp & Co., Bristol. Conn.
J

fail in

Skin, Bowels, Consumption, Debility, Dropsy,
Dysentary, Erysipelas, Female
Irregularities,
Fevers of all kinds, Fits, Gout, Headache, Indigositon, Inflammation, J aundice, Liver Com laints,
umbago, Piles, Rheumatism,
tention of Urine,
Scrofula or King’s Evil, Sore Throats, Stone or
Gravel, Tic-Doulourex,
Tumors, Ulcers, Worms

day at home.
Agents wanted.
Outfit
and terms free. TR!
& CO, Augusta, Me.

Fo over six years’ business never lost a dollar;
never delayed a day on interest or Fr inoipal |

ordering:

they never

Ad-
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mn,

International Sunday Schl SDLY C0. fi eesti sakes
ail their supplies
us.

fact

curing all disorders of the liver and stomach.
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the best known in
the world for the following diseases:
Ague.

likely

of. 4 ents wanted.

First Mortgage Coupon

with

out of Order.

so effectually improve the tone
these Pills; they remove all
either by intemperance or imreach the liver and reduce it
they are wonderfully effica-

gilt frame and a 16pp. 64 col.
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Name this paper,
by
$66: week in your own town. Terms and $5

A hou! fashionable fants" Set, pin and

SESBk BB cn D7 Va hn gen,

aon

$1.00

in cloth, price

PUBLISHER

LESSONPAPERS
io package,

Knowl

eal

86 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.
EBEN SHUTE, Manager.
oy
*
Special Terms

SGHOOLS.

opes, pencil, pen

Ty of pe

PALMER

she'd have it.

dress

by ma

CINCINNATI,

ored plates, and gives full de-§
scriptions, prices, and directions
fcfor planting over 1200 varieties of
Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Bedding J

®

Sankey Song
Book,” containin,

J.CHURCH&CO., Publishers,

Wi

5 0

GOSPEL, HYMNS Iii tyived
SACRED SONGS! hintiines cx
|
AND

ius,

$12:

many others) sun

MFERRYeCO
[) )

SONG HERALD!
Newest and best for Singing Schools, etc. By
H. R. Palmer, auther of Song King. Price $7.50
per dozen: 75 cents each by mail.

Any book sent post-paid upon
price.
‘

/

beautiful Chromo in

«|

‘by these celebrated revivalists, Price, boards $3
er hundred; 35 cents each Dy mall. Words only

HE JONES & CO. OLD ESTABLISHED TROY
BELL FOUNDRY. Troy, N. Y., continue to
manufacture those supnrior Bells which have
made Troy celebrated throughout the world. All
Bells warranted satisfactory. Particular attention
given to Church Bells, Chimes, nnd Peals ol Bell.
[26t25e0wW
Tlustrated Catalogue sent free.

E. Boynton,
Emery, both
»

"

For Stomachs
No medicine will
of the stomach as
acidity occasioned
proper diet. They
0 a healthy action;

Us to subscribe to a good paper,
pay postage and we will send you a

E
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Make one of these small savingsfor

PILLS

following diseases:

In all diseases affecting theseo
, whether
they seereie too much or too little water; or
whether they be. affiicted with stone or gravel,
or with aches and Pathe settled in the loins, over
the regions of the
kidneys, these Pills shouldbe
taken according to the printed directions, and
the Ointment should be well rubbed into the
small of the back at bed time. This treatment
will give almost immediate relief when all other

edges,

Times. | can supply this most valuable journal | of the Strangers—an able scholar, an experienced | Dr. Culyer says: “It is the most ingenious little
Times. | o
only $1.60 a year, post-paid; or
editor, and a gentleman distinguished
for his Sombinatios of inspired texts that has yet fallen
Times,
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Dencon Stephen Harriman died in Stewartstown, N.
Also, his only daughter
« Nov.7. aged 76 years.
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all my sufferings, so I will only Speak of the most
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In Newfield, Me., Nov. 30, by Rev. A.
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In New Hampton, Nov. 18, by Rev. E. H. Prescott,
Simeon D. Huckins, of N. H., and Mary Copp, of Laconia. Dec. 13, Charles H, Swain, of Meredith, and
Sarah A. Edgerly, of N. H.
Dec. 14, REV. THOMAS
MARY N. JOHNSON, of:
WYATT, of Rumney,
and
Bridgewater. Dec. 20, DeWitt C. Bragdon, of Lynn,
Mass, and Bessie J. Wallace, of N. 4,
In Raymond, Nov. 23. by Rev, J. Fullonton, Mr,
Charles H, Edgerly and Miss Emma F. Brown.
In Bath, Me., Dee, 19, by Rev. D. C., Wheeler, Mr.
William T. Hodgkins and Miss Lucy E. McNeal, both
of Bath,
Rev.C.Hurlin, Harry
In N, Lawrence.N. Y.,Apr2,b
Leslie, of Memphis, Tenn..and
rs. Mary Strachan,of
«Davis and
Oshawa, Ontarjo. Oct. 25, Mr, Charles
Miss Angle B. Bray. of Li. Oct, 30, Mr, James Premo,
of Dundee, and Miss
Susan M. Shaney, of Westfield,
Nov, 11, Mr. Enos Willmart and Miss Adelaide M.
Johnson, both of Brasher Falls,
In Bangor, Me,, Dee. 19, by Rev. J. Boyd, H.J.
Previe,
8q., and Miss Eliza A. Trueworthy, both of
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Hard Times. | working hd men and women, who know

Mouxp City (lL) Q. M.—Held its Nov,
session with the Ullin church, Nov. 10 and 11.

Enfleld,

|

Also,
Rev. B, 8, Manson's name Is not with those of
our ministers of this Q. M. It should have been.
He
is a member of the church in Kittery. and in
standing,
JOSEPH FULLONTON, Clerk.

Next session with the Middleport “church,
commencing Friday before the 1st Saturday in
Mareh, at 2, P. M.
CEPHAS CHASE, Clerk.
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the great promise would be realized. We all
enjoyed a soul-reviving-feast.
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If you are interested in mining, send to the srme
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get the “San Juan Guide” to the new

the Rev. W. D. Moulton
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for Sore Lips and Chapped

Hands.

Street,
Boston, and get circulars of the cheap lands
and wonderful crops of Kansas,

LAFAYETTE Q. M.—Held its ‘Dee. session
with the church at Warren.
The brethren
from the most distant churches were excused.
Friday was intensely cold for the season.
oY hy hleasure we
acknowle
a visit and

the

The .best remedy

boys and children, and misfits from

The agricultural dispia
eral display of Colerado.

The March term of the Q. M. will be held
with the Canal church, beginning the 9th, at
2, PM.
;
.. B.S. BuMPpPUs, Clerk.

with
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THE CENTENNIAL.

Dec. term with
$=10. Rev. E.

ow
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H. Higbee was with us and preached the word

Bro. Stevens
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10 good effect. Ten dollars were ordered to be
sent to the Home Mission cause.
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Saviour's love. The presence and preachin,
of Bro. Farr, from the Oxford Q. M., add
much to the {nterest of the meeting. On Sab-

timely help from
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ed to cure Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder. It is an old, reliable medicine, that
has been tested and proved to be good.
Circulars, giving fuller particulars and numerous testimonials, ean be had of your druggist.

FRANK MILLER’S HARNESs OIL received the
highest and only award at the Centennial Exhibiad

IN

SLEEPLESSNESS, NIGHT SWEATS,
In fact a general prostration of the system.

Sudden Changes of the Weather often
cause pulmonary, Broncial and Asthmatic troub.
les. “Brown's Bronchial Troches” will allay irri.
tation which induces coughing, oftentimes giving
immediate relief.
:

sion with the church in’ Reese, commencing

7

PAIN

HEARING RESTORED--Greatinvention by
one who was deaf for 20 years. Send stamp for
particulars, JNO. GARMORE, Lock-box 905, Cov.

ton church, March 16-18.
Conference Friday,
at one o'clock...
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.
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the Greenwood church, Dec.
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mate, want of exercise, irregular diet, or from any
other cause, the VEGETINE will renew the blood»
carry off the putrid humors, cleanse the stomach,
regulate the bowels, and impart a tone of vigor to
the whole body.

the

dren in their bereavement.
Next session will be holden with Charles-

bath morning, $111.00 were raised
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If from any cause the Kidneys fail to perform
the functions devolving upon them, the whole system is thrown into a state of disease, causing
groat pain and suffering. The symptoms of such
isease are
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stagnant, either from ¢hange

2. That we will endeavor to perpetuate in
our characters the principles to which he devoted his life. -

worship were well attended,

rather
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VEGETINE,~When the blood becomes lifeless and
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use of this PAIN ERADICATOR: It ig an invaluable Family Medicine, affording relief before
a physician can be reached,

Procure our circular,

describing above diseases, and their proper treatment, and you will: bless the remedy that brings
such healing,
;

Price 35 cts. per Bottle.

PREPARED BY E.M.TUBBS & CO.
Proprietors of *‘ Ring's Ambrosia,”
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Place.
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fingers twitch nervously
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sy

2

Cannon in front of them”—

thumping in time with
Cannons

a

common noun ; third person”—
ning asound from ber side of the table,
dish-towel in hand—** third person,

sin-

gular number, neater gender, nominative
case,’ agree with—"

‘ Go ahead I” jeered Charlie; *‘ you do

with a vengeance! Took
know

here,

what

cannon

agrees with. Pon my word, if she isn’t
the stupidest !”
“ YT wish you'd be quiet,” said Anna,
‘we actually can’t hear ourselves

for your noise.”
** Maybe it agrees with

speak

girls,

under-

“stood,” persisted Charlie; ** the kind that
won’t go up stairs after dark.”
Liz felt the seoff, and her brown cheeks

flushed ; but not being very ready with
answers,

she

merely

looked

her

anger and went back to her dishes.
wiping

. washed.

the tea-things

She

while

Anna was their cousin,

Anna
though

not much of a favorite with either of
them
; . for Charlie complained that she
wouldn’t help him

with his lessons, while

Liz envied her because she was grown up
and saw company. To keep these elements in order was Aunt Janet in her
rocking-chair on the other side of the
room.
Aunt Janet and Anna talked, and Liz
wiped away in silence till there came another outburst from the young student.

“Look

at

this!”

flashing, *‘ just see what she’s done,

of blisters where unhappy Liz had spattered it with her dripping cups and
Vi

books

on

your own

side of the table,” said Aunt Janet,quiet-

ly. “You shouldn’t
way.” Aunt Janet

leave them
was chary

in the
of her

words, and had, besides, a tone in giving
her orders,
tion.

which

¢ommanded
}

then

Aunt

heard’not

atten-

i

f :

table.

a

what

P”

,

** You
q

ns

Mr. Cock Robin helped himself.

Then

he

decided

once more,
“My

friend,”

to

(ry the oiber bird

sang

he

softly,as he

caught the stein of a fine cherry dm his
beak, and flew to the chair again, * here
is a fine cherry for you;—Oh! Oh!”

Well night Mr. Cock Robin say, “Ou!”
for there

stood

the other

robin

oh’ just

such a chair, offering him & cherry “in the
most polite manner!
=
Po
“Thanks!” said Mr. Cock Robin.
‘‘But, ty deaf aad dumb fri
1S we
.cereach have one, woneedndt

»

The lady tarned her eyes.

did

RARE

dlen
i ————
oT i@Vatheim. Told Sarah Dyer what] So bothv bheda
Waal
TT
Mr. Mount said.”
i

nation.

girl.

*¢ And my peice is a talebearer, is she?”
she said, at length.;

‘* Go to:yeur room,

Elizabeth, and don’t leave it till

row.

’

_ “ What's that ? ” cried Mr. Cock Robin,

faintly

to-mor-

to himself.

ohpped 1H habgs Tory, and |

Slop a moment,” she: added, as

the girl." fn silence prepared to obey.

Up flew Mr. Cock Robin in a great
fright. He whisked past the. .lookingglass and saw that the othér robin was
badly scared also. Then he tried to fly

“Do you know what you have done? Do
you know that you can’t be trasted any

more?—that

people

will

be afraid to

speak before you after this?”
The tea-things were put in, their places,

and then Anna brought her sewing and a
book, and read and sewed by turns. But
there was no more talk. Aunt Janet sat
in silence by the fire, and Anna knew
that the burden of her thoughts was—
*“ Ny niece a talebearer. My niece a talebearer.”
-|
Aud Charlie was going over and over
‘ THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE.”

out of a closed window where there were
no blinds; but he only dashed against
some very hard kind of air that hurt his
sides. If he had been like you, he would
have

known

that

it was

window-glass,

and not hard air,
“Poor birdie!” said the little girl, as
she threw open the window... ** You shall
go out if you want to.”
In an instant, Mr. Cock Robin was flying through the sunlight to his little wife.
** Where have you been?”

“Cannon to right of them,

chirped she,

Canon to left of thein,
Cannon in frout of them,

as he reached the nest.

Volleyed and thundered.
Stormed at with shot and shell,
Boldly they ‘rode and well,
Into the jaws of death,
Into the mouth of hell,

Cock Robin—and he told her all ‘about it.

“Oh,

very handsome, my

I think I'd have

faced that music about as well as”— ,
“ I.didn’t mean you; I was thinking of
a little girl.”

“A
eyes.

a

visit,” said Mr.

Soon Mus. Cock Robin said, softly, * I

‘ Ah!” he exclaimed with enthusiasm,
‘“ men are brave, though; aren’t they,
Anna?”
‘“ Some men are,” she answered coolly,
*¢ and some are brave who are not men.”

thaf's so.

been on

should like to see that other one.

Rode the six hundred.”

“Boys!

I've

pause, *‘ Do you mean Liz?”

dear?”

‘ Handsome!" cried Mid. Robin, sharply.. “Handsome! Not-all, my dear—a
very homely bird, indeed!’ ¥eés, ma'am—
very homely, and as deaf as a post.”
“ How dreadful!” sighed Mrs. Cock
Robin. *

:

.

0-8-0
+o
+

OHRISTMAS IN NORWAY.
The great festival of the year in Nor1 way, asamong

girl!” with round, wondering
‘What girl, pray?” Then, after a

Was he

all

Germanic

nations,

is

Christmas. Whether it owes all its sanetity to its association with the birth of the
Saviour is, however, an open question ; for
many customs still kept alive in the femoter valleys seem to point beyond the

‘ Liz,” he began, as they walked in
So Charlie stopped his fault-finding,
though he hustled his goods about in a company to school next morning, the little girl in advance, with her hat drawn
very sulky way.
beginning of the Christian era, to the time
Then came another interval of peace, very much over her face, ‘ Liz, what when the . Norsemen ate horse-flesh in
and conversation throve, and _dish-wash- made you tell on yourself, like that, last honor of Odin and Thorand Frey.
The
:
ing and wiping were nearly at
end, night P”
festival, as the retaining of the old name
“1 couldnt help it,” she answered, indicates, is as yet strongly tinctured with
when Charlie took his
fen and began, in
a large,round hand, to make his “ Trans- without turning her head. She faced reminiscences of the old pagan Yule.
position ;” and then Liz, who by that time about presently, bringing Charlie to a Tracing the character of Christ and his
had about forgotten the snubbing he had stand; and then he saw that the little apostles as they appear in many popular
freckled face was very pale, with dark marchen and legends, the conclusion lies
given her, as usual must interfere.
“I couldn't help it,” near that the people have, consciously or
“ That isn’t the way I make an f,” she rims under the eyes.
said; ¢¢ I don’t curl it around like that, she repeated. ** To hear poor aunty say, not, transferred much that was dear to
* Who could have told them? and there them in the old gods to the. new deity,
Look here!” amd seizing another pen,
she dipped it in the ink and was about to I sat, not three yards off, and she no and thus, by a sort of compromise beshow what she could do, when down more suspecting me than she did that tween the old faith and the new, huve
came a great blot on the clean white saucer! I couldn't. bear it. It was too produced a divine type which is, at all
paper. Charlie sprang from his chair in much like what you call ‘sailing under events, sufficiently’ national to appeal
a rage.
false colors,” Charlie.”
&
stroogly to their Norse hearts, This na‘1 wish you'd mind your own busi
‘But, Charlie,” she went on ina shaky tionalizing of one’s divinity is, of course,
ness!” he eried. * Just look at that voice, *‘ do you think il will be so—as not peculiar to Norway; it would have
now! What do you suppose I care how
aunty said? Will people never want me been more singular if Norway had shown
no trace of it.
you write? I wish you'd mind your dish- about, for fear of my telling tales P"
TA
’
y
“That depends,”
she answered. She
es, and let me alone. You're the most”—
The preparations for the Yule-tide, in
“ Stop,” suid Aunt Javet. “(Get anoth- looked up inquiringly ; but said no more, the way of provisioning the house, would,
. er sheet of paper. A blot isn’t worth and they trudged on in silence. A new to American eyes, look pnt
enorhalf that noise. ~ And do you, Elizabeth, train of ideas had been started in Charlie's mous, Baking and brewing and butcher-

Attend
to your work.”

mind,

.

Liz returns
‘to her towel.. She had
been wiping a glass saucer or preserve-

threw at his little companion.

something abdut her be didn’t quite un-

val.

dish, an. in ber haste to

derstand; poor,
ignorant,
gossiping,
headlong Liz; with her snub nose and her

peated year aflar year probably proves
that it is necessary. Every man, woman,

display ber

quirements, had left it wrapped

y

in

ac-

the

and many

a curious glance

he

There was

ing keep the whole household

busy during

the last three weeks preceding the festiAnd the fact that the process is re-

publishers.~~$1.50 and $1.00,

by these

For

sale by E.

J. Lane & Co.

.

has

any

really

good.

volume

BY BE. A.B.

by

this

Islands contain oxen,

are the turtle doves, pheasants,

birds

of

paradise and many very pretty species of
paroquets.
‘‘ Hives of wild bees hang
from the brauches, and along side of

them are the nests of the humming birds
dangling in the wind.”
along the shores are the

The
homes

caves
of the

and in some of ‘these

caves

enormous bats find a habitation, Fish
and fowls are abundant.
Among their exports ie the mother-ofamber

and

fortoise

shell, as

well

of Manils

hemp, sugar, tobacco, cigars, indigo;
coffee, rice, dye-woods, birds, gold-dust
and bees-wax.
fies ptf
:
A few words about the people. The

mountain districts are inbabited by a negro race, most of whom are roaming sav-

it.

are the descendants of Chinese fathers
and native mothers.
There are a few
Spaniards. The leading business houses
are conducted by English and American
merchants,
:
Severe thunder-storms and hurricanes
On Nov, 30, 1875, a dread-

fal burricane caused the loss of 250 lives

and destroyed 3800 houses, but we must
remember that the houses, they live in are

not nearly as large or strong as our
houses. Perhaps our houses would be no

better than theirs to. withstand
canes, but to have

them

the hurri-

destroyed would

be a much greater loss.
Many active
volcanoes are scattered through the islands
and at times d> their peculiar work of

destruction.
Destructive earthquakes cften occur.
The province of Zamboango, in the Mindavao, wns visited by a terrible earthquake on Feb. 8, 1864, which leveled all

the houses

to the

ground,

and caused

some of the smaller islands to disappear.
In 1864, Manila was destroyed by one.
Manila, the capital, is thus described
by a writer in Harper's Magazine:
Al the distance of 650 miles from HongKong lies Manila, the principal seaport of
the Philippines, upon the bay of the same
name,

which

washes

the

shores

of five

provinces. On its broad bosom the navies of the world might ride at anchor.
The earthquake-tossed city of Manila is a
hot, dried-up place, with a population
which is variously estimated at from 140,000 to 250,000, consisting of Spanish and

Chinese, creoles and natives (Tag ls)
oddly if not picturesquely hLuddled to-

gether. © The- city
lies, surrounded by
walls and wide ditches, on the southern
bank of the Passig, which lazily glides
along,

covered

with

green

scum,

bearing oh its placid waters,

and

whose

lan-

nal, dead cats and dogs surrounded

with

guid flow resembles that

of a Dutch ca-

weeds, like eggs in a dish of spinach.
The ¢anals ana ditches in the hot, drying
weather exhale a poisonous
malaria,
which often causes death to the unaccli-

mated.

Although next to Goa, the oldest

city in the Indies, Manila, with its numerous monasteries, convents, barracks, etc.,

reminds one more of a Spanish provincial
town than of an Oriental city.

[Answersin three weeks.)
WY

aq

i

What did the Jewish law require chile

dren to do for their paren ?
183. What son
cherished his father in hfs
old uge, and gave him & posséssion in the best
of the land ?
/
:
184.

What

example

obedience to this Jaw?

did

our

Lord

set

in

———

”»

Answers.

192. Gideon, Judges 6319, 20.
Judges
124,

Jud;

9:8—15,

25: 1-1.

wu.

©

y

nswered
by Burtie Hyde, Who thinks
that the answer shouldbe Kanbors 23: T—18
But that in Judges is. older, though the hook
of Numbers precedes it,” Nos. ' 120, 121° answered

be in living
represented!

What

Christmas-sheas

a charm

there

must

in the Norway that is here
‘What a handsomne king they

John

RE TTR

=-and we have no doubt that it is. But this
article doegn’t fill the magazine. Here is an
excellgnt'
Dloghaphical and -eritical sketch of

Burroughs, who has lately come before

public again mn ‘Notes on Walt Whit

man,”in which

his

Ha

the

real weight
of conscience

and the healthy and

hearty

flavor of

honest

J. G. Hol

author,

entitled

Jand bas a poem,and so has Mr. R. W. Gilder,
his associate fu editing the magazine, and who

sprang to so high

« point of poetic

fame last

a

afforded,

rude but hardy
the farpiture as

home jn those

displayed

upon the cabin

pictur

walls.

For

its picture of life amid such scenes, when Ine
dian surprise and torture made alert heroes
of everybody,
and cvén the children dared to
be brave, we especially like this volame.
It
may be added that Black Rifle’s Mission was
to avenge himself on the Indians for the most

criel losses sustained at their hands, and the
story shows how severely he fulfills it.—§1.25.
For sale by E. J. Lane

& Co.

by Johnie Hyde of the same place.

Dreams,” au

stories

which

have

than the picture that accompanies the ** Story
of the Five
Little Pige’’ in
this volume.

(60 cts.)

)

Oliver Ditson & Co., the well known Boston
‘music piblishers,have just issued Tre WORLD

discrimination,

collection

and

of

choice and

comprise

some

of the

Best things “heretofore sent out from that
house. It is just thehook to have in the parlor for the winter evenings.
Bi

This new

department (The

Coutributors’

Atlantic

Monthly

is just what

we have been waiting to see.
and is likely to'prove attractive.

It is unique,
.The editori-

Club) in the

al paragraph that introduces it, which

at the

same time explains its character and jovites
to membership in the club, is so well put that
we reproduce it here:
In this place the editors propose to avail
themselvesof such passages of their corres

pondence as have a public interest,

hoping in

this desultory fashion to secure .some notable
t of that opinion of events, manners, and
etters which otherwise
goes unuttered in
print.
They
invite all writers
who
have
minds upon any ethical or esthetic subject
briefly to free them here, and while they will
not wittingly suffer
a personal spite to be
wreaked, they will especially
welcome the exression of intellectual grudgesof every sort,

fa like manner whoever

has

a strong

predi-

lection worthy the reader’s consideration shall
have the right to make it known under this
head,
New facts of literary or artistic value
will also be very acceptable.

It is no dishonor to our

theological

America

does

not

raise enough of

our own preschers,

It has been reserved for our Catholic friends

to discover that there is “no hetter example
of the tatoenessof the American mule than

Whittier.” . It bas also been discovered—=we
quote from an article in” the Catholic World
for Jaouary—that in his treatment of his
themes, which this critic describes as being
“ trivial dnd ‘commOUPIace,” Mr. Whittier

“ rarely, if ever, rises shove the level of the

verse-maker.”

Becausthis poems are mostly

short, the suthor, wants* no other evidence of
Whittie’s povertyof imagination. tis also
found that ** his verse, like a sluggish

mechanical,” while he “ is even feebler in his
attempts to portray character than fu his description of scenery.” And so We might go

on to quote these catholic uiterapces about
the purest and sweetest: man among us. But,
to quote once more, ‘ it’ is needless to load our
page with
these
nopsense’’
expressions.

Whittier

has dared

to] sing the truth about

many things that strike at the base heart of
Catholicism.
Hence these * ravings.”
Ifthe

article in question
that, at least,

the

were

would

author.— In

only

be

this

so

well

number

“ What is Dr. Nevin’s

a

to me. She agreed with me that fashion had a
great deal to do with it, and said, ‘‘ I have
fluence.” 1 transcribe this table for you:
First Class. People who exalt George Eliot
simply because she’s a woman who writes
thoughtfal books.

Second Class. Men who wish to ingratiate
themselves with women belonging to the first

class,

oh

Third Class, People who are

disappointed

in life,or unwell, and accordingly
like her
gloomy views. Also happy peaple who find
her bitterness tonic, and yeung women who
their
pitting

want

sadness in

novels, to suit the reaction that comes of
up late.

Fourth
Class. This contains two varieties:
first, tho-e who never read philosophy and
like to get a smattering of clumsy philosophic
words in a novel ; and second, those who never read novels, but are. attracted by George

Eliot’s because they look like philosophy.
Fifth Class. The skippers.
Class.

The

intellectual

aristocrats,

‘whe gay that no other novelist introduces per
sons who
know everything snd are like the
most cultured men and women of the day.
“Seventh Class, Myself, (I do truly admire
George Eiiot’s strength, though I do n’t hike
her books.
There are some things so large
: thut they don’t leaye room for likes or dislikes,
They shove prejudices aside. just as a
great steamer displaces more tons of water
a small one cun).

Some of
frivolous;

your readers may think this a )ittle
but to me ithus a peculiar value as

‘coming from a lady, herself a writer,
and
theréfore free from nny feminine jealougies.
The ¢ Matin Song” by Bayard Taylor, set te
music by John K. Paine, is not only a churming musical composition but is also about as
complete a love song as one usually gets in

two stanzas, . But we hive begun at the close
of the magazine to notice its contents, * The

to

paper

Position?”

on

another

in Science,” and

“ Modern Thought

on &

one on

to the Primacy

“ Testimony of the Catacombs

of St. Peter”

written,

far creditable

huve some claim to a place ina
York:

New
representative magazine,
Catholic Publication House,

The

When such eminent philosophical stutents
a8 Professor Proctor, the English Astronomer,
is employedto write for-our young folks,it
for Jane
means a great deal. St. Nicholas

old school-books as the New Englana

drawn up a classification of the novelist’s admirers, which seems to explain her wide in-

s'resm,

creeps languidly along,” and also that his ut
terances
are mefe *“ ravings,” which epithet
certainly does n’t agree very well with the
comparison of his verse to sluggish water.
His descriptive pieces * seem artificial and

I wus
literary
myself
George

talking not long ago with: .a lady ofa
turn about Daniel
Deronda, and got
into her good
graces by saying tbat
Eliot’s vast popularity was a mystery

.

New York: Scribner & Co.

grams, and is fullof instruction,

and

institu.

them for her own use,
When we
uce
them in sufficient
we shall not be
obl
0 imporh ii.
And when
we fully
NEV to Si
fact that the body has quite as
mw
to do with pith usefulness as the
heart
and the mind, and
that one of the first
conditions of that usefulness is high physical
vital
we
tH] give physical culture the athie ov Ab
demands, and aitimately raise

Accordingly
we
have
a brief paper on
‘ Story’s Busts of Shelley and Keats,” which
deserves to be preserved in this way, a contrast of Morris’s and Tennyson’s treatment of
medisevalism, * Art in Literature,” an opinion
of one of Brownings’s poems, the wreaking
of several intellectual
grudges in excellent
temper, and a classification of George Eliot’s
admirers, as follows:

20 to parties too often

EY

Phillips Brooks, sod others who attract large
audiences apd do immense good through tbe
help of their muscular qualities.
Speaking of
the newly imported pastor]of ‘* the Brick
church” in New York, Mr. Holland says:
tions
to go out of the country for such men,

beeomie éstablished as the romances if not the
classics of baby-hood, stich as * Silver Locks
and the Bears,” “Jack snd the Beanstalk,”
“ Liule Red
Riding-heod,” *‘ Cloderelia,”
“Poss in Boots,” &c.; have been versified by
Mrs. Clara Doty Bates and published in an attractive quarto volume by D. Lothrop & Co.,
Boston. They bear the title of CLASSICS OF
BABY-LAND, and are -both illustrated and
printed in fine style. There hasnt been a
better thing done in thisline in a long time

OF SONG, 8 quarto

NN

can churches for not hating more of such men
as Dr. Hall, Dr. Taylor; Bev. Mr, Murray,

because

Some of those dear old

illustrated poem by Haooah R.

Hudson, is full of New England life pictures,
and worthy the place it occupies. Among Dr.
Holland's articles is one on ** Muscular Christianity,”in which he mildly upbraids Ameri.

ee

and all the implements of
and honest life constitu

I

the luxury of a candle could:not be

gontribute poems, that of
EY

the former being a
ation, and there are
some amusing and mirthful rhymes by Marga.
ret Eytinge and Irwin Rossell, besides a good
plece of surcasm on the modern house furnace,
entitled “The Hole in the Floor.”
*‘ Day

a

Charles De Kay also

homes and Indian ambuscades. " The rifle, the
spinning wheel, the pitch knot torch
when

than

[Answers requested from younger readers.)

128.

Birds.”

course of domestic life in those days of forest

Sixth

Bible Questions.

182,

the

criticism are really satisfactory.

ages and idolaters, The Tagals and Bis- popular songs, ballads and duets, with an so
ayers are the largest tribes. The most ‘companjment
. forthe piano or reed organ.
influential class are the Mestizwos, who The selections are made with good taste and

are frequent.

for

rd, Bos.

with an occasional Indian scalp, were

spiders, white ants; mosquitoes, fire-flies ;
birds in. great numbers, among which

pearl,

in

BLACK RIFLE'S MISSION, Whose chief value
tothe less sensational class of readers will lie

esquely

Islands

buffaloes, sheep,goats, swine, harts, squirrels, many species of the monkey,
as
well as lizards, snakes, grocodiles, huge

swallow,

styff

days,if we add to the latter the sautlers, the
bear skins abd the fox brushes thyt, along

~

More about the Philippine

The Philippine

Tideman's painting of ** The

8S

There i§ just published (Lee &
ton) a new

iding gracefully down the snowy wount.
u side Iaded with game, or is touched, with
admiration as he looks at the engraypg of

have, if this portrait of Oscar IL. is a true one

—

The frontier spirit is still strong in the rising generation. That is one reason why the

that

How

Te

Lo

Well as the ornaments of the

FACTS.

as the mofe important ones

‘“ He is a fing, gociable fellow after all,”
-sail Mr. Cock Robin.
“The door opened;
and in game’ bd bd

There was a dead silence.’ And then,
Aunt Janet's eyes flashed righteous indig-

will

you, with her smartness!”—and he held
up his Latin exercise, and showed a row

¢¢ Take all your

Liz

fine cherries!
g

The cherries werein a bowl on the

The words were so faint that they were
unnoticed.
‘Aunt Janet,” going a ‘step nearer,

he cried, his eyes

saucers.

last.

A deadly battle was raging in the

“r did db."

I know!” cried Liz, run-

to

at

to! Ah! yonder are some
I'll eat some.”

pathetic, patrjptic and dramatic se-

héretoforéd
issutl in parts

both text-and piéture reproduce them.

oue, as he looks at the pictures of them, ep.
vies the skee-runners their pledsure ay they

Bethlehem, pre- “in the vivid deseriptions that it gives of the year in ** The New Day,” R. H, Stoddard and

penny.—Seribner. for Jan.

“A rude fé ow I" chirped Me. Cock |*
Robin
to himself. ~* Not werth faking

rose, and stepping towards her.aunt,
paused behind Charlie's chair.
« Aunt Janet,” she said

Cannon to left of them,.

Auna, she wants

her

could they

aunt,

said something, Aud

word.

i

was

the

said

only opened his mouth and jerked his head

lections

blood

vails also in Norway. NO one can hear
their shrill, tiny voices in the snow under
his window, singing the dear familiar

pT

humorous,

seems to be, the more grotesque the better.

representing the star of

him :

SPEAKKR,~for declamation is only next to
reading as an accomplishment that is. worth
acquiring.
The latter volume comprises the

stories by Elijah Kellogg
are so eagerly
sought. They relate the daring decds,thrilling
adventures, hardships and ‘denials; of the pioneers, and the recital always
young

from side to side just as Mr. Cock Robin
did. You see the.other robin lived in the
looking-glass and could not speak. -

little girl's heart. Charlie heard her labored breathing, and looking up, saw
that her face had turned very pale. She

¢ Cannon to right of them,

sharp

have heard it?"
Anna

amily Circle.

know

* How

that

HANDY

of a goat or some other horned éreature.
At present I do not know that any special
kind of disguise is; preferred,
The rule

children wander about on Christmas Eve,
carrying alarge lighted star ‘of canvas,

here is

sped

because the

But the other robin did not ansier, He carols, and refuse them their well-earned

as she leafed

over her grammar.

Janet spoke again, but

bs.

“Oh, det ime!

I must

possibly

are

The German custom of having poor

‘ Whew ! Mr. Robin, glad to meet you.
My name is Cock Robin.
What do they

“ Who could have told them P”

—-S cribner .

‘‘ now:

some one else.

Yule-bucks,

otherwise

- These

thost common mask may have been

on the back of a smallchair, and then he
saw another robin !
by le
HY

2

- would have seen Liz's face flash, and
oe

called

accoutered.

dis-

in the

Ra Te DAEY

§ abi

be

guised by grotesque masks, afkl

fantastically

no

*O-hol” sang he to himself,—¥

brew, some are a

also

PPR TS

* why,

Christm#s

and

Aaa

vagaely;

Janet,

sparrow

readers,

©

them,”

the

younger

eee

Annt

said -about

that

was born.
:
Among the many
evening
visitors
which
are sure «io drop in to taste the

and lit on the bright pictuve-frames, and
wished his pretty wife were with him to
enjoy the pleasant place. Then he rested

o'clock.”
Aunt Janet was silent, her thoughtful
‘| eyes resting- on the children at their
F books. Had she heeded them at all, she

dl

rattled Charlie,

food
|

could

it is right

too should rejoi¢e on the day when-Churist

but flew about

remember? He said he ran against them call this place?”
one evening downstown,
after
ten'|

Alas! must all the songs I sing,
The traceries of my brain,—
. The little stories
sad and glad,—
Be uttered all
in vain?
And vanish when the Master comes,

Not fleeting frost, are mine;
I love not tobe quite forgot;
To die and leave no sign.

At first he did not mind,

obs that they were forever in yibe
street, and so late at night. Don't yo

-

his fist onthe table;

wherefore

hed

Monrgpe’s PUBLIC AND PARLOR READINGS, a
volume of which has just been issued for

trated article on * Norway and the Norse.
men,” in Scribner's for January.: One almost
fancies one’s self among the fjords and frost
palaces of that northern land, so admirablydo

PE

:

presently heard

what did he say ?”

The magjg is undone;

The graceful pictures pn the pane
AN vanish,
one.

~

fpoke

to'say that Lee& Shepard (Boston) supply ex-

cellent material for the use’ of such a club, in

Some cold and snowy evening sit down by
your glowing grate and read Boyesen’s ius.

ed

repeated

Jook of light and life

i“ LIZ.”

birds fluttering around the shat, while
the! father will perhaps qfioteith passage
about God's care even for the sparrow,

|

ber 18 remarkably well sustained.—Bosiop H,
0. Houghton & Co. |:
»

AA

“What Mr. Mount

ds the dawningsun!

ly -“

any

get out again.

Anna say, ‘‘ the Dyers have heard what
Mr. Mount said about them here the other
evening ?”
:

But slowly from the joyful East

he

ment and diversion, not to say real profit, dur

num

uary has an article from his pen, entitled “The
It

Stars for January,”

is illustrated

by

ud

she

the window-blinds shut, so

a means of entertain-

are

whole

dis

ud

;

* Do you know,”

Slow seaward from its place.
Beneath that frown of solemn death
There lives no human trace.

.

very

0-0
"ror

still

and attach -

As

and Aldrich

The vener-

A

# Majestig in its awful march,

less

ful conclusions.

Mr, Lathrop, Bayard Taylor

among the contributors, and the

able William Howitt also contributes an arti
cle on insects, which contains much that will

be valuable to
noticeable

young naturalists,

article by Mr. H.

titled “Great

E.

Grandfather’s

TE

that

is enough of them to enable one to draw hope-

his

by James Russell Lowell,
and RF. C. Stedman,

AR

and

accom-

There is

Scudder,

Books

ev-

A

brain,

lodged in it.

$f ;

richest sheaf of oats or bdrjgk

elegant

and Pict

ures?’ the illustrations being taken

er had

her

takes

and

plishment. Public and private reading clubs
are —well, they ure not 50 numerous us they
might be, in
y but at the sume time there

ly and profitably as this one does! Longfellow
pays a graceful poetical tribute to his frieng
Lowell, aud there are also poems by * Ii, H.,

from such

Primer

and Webster's spelling-book.
The contrast
between them and the other pictures inthe

number is very striking and suggestive,

Ae

touched

house

graceful

upon

The

AD

2%

glacier’s mighty face,

the

a

that is put

auther of ¢‘ Helen’s Babies” contributes a fresh

and

entertaining

article

describing Budge’

experiences at the Centennial, and there are
also more other excellent things than we have

space to enumerate.
Co.

New York:

Scribner &
-

No living step intrudeg. Ye

of

as

appreciation

es it to the fod'of a oh
isinailed ing the winter evenings, there are few things
to the gab of the barns or the store- better than a good reading club. Whether in
houses. »The mother angl the children en or country, eity or village, the club may
made a real benefit. But we only set out
stand by ewjoying the sight of the happy

else. And then Charlie would dram and
THE ROBIN'S VISIT.
hum and rautle his papers, and study out
Once a robin flew into a pretty wom;
loud; and Anna kept talking, talking.
and just as he went in, the wind Banged
No wonder that little of" poor Liz's lessons:

80!

And here is Arctic waste

Eve, the father

Liz’s band was on the lock, when
(Charlie, springing up the steps, stopped hdr for
amoment.
We ;
;

her head, and there was roof
Tox nothing

A windfall in the wog
Some wild and wandef -

But on that tangled dress

i

;

They had reached the school-housd, and

patient-

reading

bells have “‘rung in the feast” at five
o'clock in the afternoon of Christmas

that

growing

Wide Awake has now an established reputation. At leust, the best crities in the land,
including among

them some

of

the

ng

very

Mm

"the

brightest

boys and girls of the time,say that it is a really
first cluss juvenile magazine, with nothing
cheap or ordivary about it. We agree with

TP

~

Here lies a crowd of broke Buughs.

wh

way

and

It is gratifying to notice the various signs of

Even 'the

Its progress the past year has beed
them.
marked and gratifying, and the January num:
ber shows that it is going straight along in its

chosen way.

I

pi

No dying sunsets burn.
You hear not on that rushy shore
The call of brake or Ls

pre

cut,

without regard for comforf.

the birds are to have their share of the
[done Christmas joy. As soon as he church-

.to doubt himself. From time to tine
query would come, ‘*“ Would I have
it? Would TI have owned up inl

ly, such things wete to be expected when*¢ Liz,” he said, in a low voice, buf
ever Liz undertook to be useful.
The little girl, with many expressions earnestly, *‘ you don’t mean to tell
of jorrow, swept up the glass and. threw more, do you?”
** What, tales?” °°
it in the fice.
“ Yes.”
3 N,
: LJ
*
** Now,” said Aunt Janet, * give“Anna
Her eyes answered, though
she
the towe'. You have wipéd enough for
slow!y—Liz was learning to weigh
this evening. Go to your lessons.”
She brought her books and seated her-: words—
* Never !"—Christian Weekly.
self as if to study, but the saucer was in

Across the water’s crystal chill

A

and

The enterprise of its publishers

a

boresthe loss of her saucer

And here, before a lonely lake,
A fringe of reeds and fern;

Hath wrecked these

shrieked,

the spliaters might get into your fingers.
Get the dust-pan and, brush.” Poor aunty

But not a ‘pilgrim there ;

A

Liz

Anne Kemble’s * Old Woman's Gossip,” 1¢
only all old women could gossip so charming.

is highly commendable, for it represents time,
of
money aud real effort devoted to that best

Vr

.

As is the heavenly stair,
A way-side ctoss below the path,
No sad face of humanity,
No agony of prayer.

floor.

bands,” she said ; * you will be

Here lifts an Alpine summit, steep

.

the

American,” by Heury James, Jr., advances to.
its vighteenth chapter, and so does Frances

ends, the pleasure and profit of the coming
men and women, It deserves to succeed, for
the very excellent work thatit is doing. The
Lest artists, whether with pen

or

for the coming year , and

engaged

pencil, Ar

rT

Has wrought his task for me;
Now, by the eold and distant dawn,
His miraclesd see;
His gravings on the window-pane,
Of magic tracery.

to

then stooped for the pieces.
Aunt Janet now approached the scene,
The shining bits were scattered over the
carpet.” ¢ Don’t . take
them in your

Literary Bebick,

of the house during the holidays (which
lasts until a week'after Naw-Year) must
be invited in and urged 8
and drink

its uttons

standard
apparently need nots fear that its
will be at all lowered, Boston: D, Lothrop
Co.

There is nothing like the Nursery for the

children that are waiting to be * big enough

to read the two magazines just mentioned.
is fresh, sparkling

It

and delightful, and com

mends Jtself every wuy to the Hands of good,

parentsto be put into the hands of their chil=
L. Bhorey, 36 Bromfield
dren, Bostow: John
St.

v

wi

crash
A wonder-worker all night long

or child who comes. within # stone's throw

freckles, and all in such a framing
elf-.
locks ; something in her steady look| and
in the way sh carried her head, thit he
had never noticed before. And thei tpo,
for the first time in his life, Charlie legan

»

the

a

seized

~~

She

a

to ~el on the sideboard.

towel, but alas! forgot the saucer, which,
slipping from its hiding-place,
fell with a

oe

,; (THE MORNING
STAR. DECEMBER 27, 1876.
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It is no use

running;

to

set

out

betimes is

the main ponti—La Fontaine,
There is {lways room for a man of force, and
. ‘ho mukes room for many,
— Emerson.

Tu'the sea of axiomatic truth, materialism

swims with fins of lead.—Joséph Cook.
There are men whose whole

in lie
—Lecky.

lives

one thing and desiring the
;
i]

Most of the rules and

are spent

opposite.

precepts of this world

“fun this way : to drive us out ot ourselves into
the world,
taigne.

for

the

benefitof society.

Mon.

The diseased
yervous sensibility that accom
panies intense
mental exertion, the weary,
wasting sense of
ignorance aud. yanity,
the

PP

disenchantment and disintegratipn
that commonly follow
a profound researéh have filled
literature with mournful echoes of the words
of the royal sage, * In much wisdom is much
grief, and
he that jocreaseth Knowledge in-

creaseth sorrow-"— Leaky.

A
I once kneay

1

SERENE OLD) AGE.
a

Qedr otf lady—so sweet,

caught under the overturned wagon and
borne to the grdund with the cross-bar of
the wagon-bed across him and
of 1,500 pounds crushinz him.

a weight
His terri-

fied wife

this

found

him’

lying

in

way,

cool and considerate, but very pale. He
directed her in her vain
@forts to pry the

lcs NCR

Chand Hit

8 Ceo a

their loss; but they mourn

(Co

UPABHION,.

|

"| a wig, one child and other relatives to mourn

This is what Channing thought. of

influences of fashion: ©"

Without depth of thought

not as those

havé no hope,
the

who

E. H. B.

1

ks. MARY B. LApD, widow of Mr. John
ydied in Deerfield, N. H,, Nov. 21, aged
nearly 76 years,
She was the daugbter of
Des.” Abraham Bean,
of Candia (Bean’s
Isl pa, and the mother of the late Re v. BE.
P, Ladd, of Limerick, Me. Converted in early
life she united with the F, B. church at Candia
Village,
* Left a widow inthe vigor of life,
with five sons, she was an affectionate mot her

or earnest-

nessof feeling "or strength of ‘purpose,
living an uoreal life, sacrificing substance
to show, Suhsifiiuing the fiel ous for the

WSWNGS
—

natural, mistaking a: crowd for: society,
finding its chief pleasurein ridicule, ' and and exercised much wisdom in bringing her
cbilden up t0 manhood.
its ingenuity
affairs of her
even While assuring her
that he was not'] for Rillng time, fashion % in’ expedients fa mily Voie conducted with The
dignity and econoamong
the
last
dangerously hurt. The oldest boy was influences under which
my,she
yu
5
0
carryiug
her
religion
into her daily
a human,
ing
on foot, driving a cow, and came up only who respects himself,
or
comprein time to ih his mother in her attempts hends the great end of life, who
would desire
to release his father's dead body.
With to be placed,
dibrhy
true pioneer readiness and sternness, the |
SHOW YOUR COLORS.
:
team was unhitched and put to drag off

the wagon, the corpse was
sheet, a
fire was built, the

rolled in a
mules were

corralled, and the widow and ‘orphats sat
down in their dismal bivouac.
-

We think a picture of this: night-watch

of Mrs. Ostrom would be as characteristic
of a great phuse of American life as any
§cene that the imagination could conceive
of. In ber bitter Sxperi ences giving us a
glimpse
of the sufferings of the women. of
the
estern frontier, we bave Something
to suggest tbe trials and labors of all

oneers,

and

forget.

the

value.

of ‘their:

Ife,”
Com,
>
BARA Ji, Wife of Dea. C. Swith, died
Dixfield,M e., Nov. 28, aged 42 years. Her

sufterings at times
were very severe. ard
were borne with
great
patience. Nearly
twenty-five years ago she gave her heart to
Christ, was aptized by Rev. Wm. Bodger at

. The Christian Register’ has this to say
‘about shirking,and the truthsin this short
extract will beara good deal more space

a Fa.”

where she then resided,

She

was

a fuithful ‘wife and mother,
a much loved
friendund neighbor, and above all A sincere

and
hpmble
Christian. In her s
thanis given to it:
:
3
found the Christian hope an anchor to the
soul,
One avoids mhny difficulties by refuss
sire gud steadfast.
Bhe
told t e writer,
weeks before shedi€dl,
ing to take sides on questions which neaf- two
thgPthere was not
4 ou t oF Slo that dis

ly concern the welfare of the (community,
ions.
p
Oltentguestions. of. goes
A otic ae

en crossing

proclaim it at a risk.

No progress

ii

Jeyms first»

| Mas RUTH

TheThe

The.
of the. ,con-

oue finds in the dist

river,s

y
oe}
by
din
room,
le. reci
ble ature of this periodionl at
20.0ents, This offer{s made by a t
hly responsible company
artiole promised I» too well known to every good
to Ady
|

der fleace,
er

noludés a promium

friends,

hia, tr Biren t Or SNL. GAN of she cule
Raya). Baking
to bona Ade agents,” Write us for Agent's letter,

can be ebild thut had gove over she replied, “ Yes, but | |' §
Ishullsee

made or held in social life, in,
ion. or
politics, except by the
expenditutot
e the

compiny

the

ved

5

bid them good-bye, saying, , “ ITamai just as ha
py - Roan be, precious Jesus,” ni thus Yn:
e in the triumphs of victorious faith,
When told that’ she would soon see a dear
>

shall acquire the truth with dificlty, and

choicest energies of hdthdn fife.
1
life:
able.
sympathy of to underrate the rough virtues of’ the pi- Dlabgites ‘may be disa

was she of all the quick
outh, the wise tenderness of middle age.
of the weaknesses of old age she had
absolutely none. Her interest in all those
about her
was such that she never

Gi,

wagon over, and died wiftin five minutes, | pexhausting

7
ring her eighty that hardy generation which pushed slowyears,as ‘* lightlyas a flower.” When ly ‘on from the Atlanticto the Mrioeboh
you talked with her you would have before whom the wilderness receded like
thought her a woman of thirty, so full the horizon. It isthe fault of our time
so bright, so

MANNERS AND MORALS,

is probable that Ostrom was walking be-

survives his morals.

a

NORTE7, 1676,

side it, and fling himself in the way to
try and save his wife and children. They
were thrown violently out? and: he was
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No man's religion ever
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troversy or the work. of reform may be
' Post Office and County
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achievements. We are losing sight, of
the first members ‘of “the Freewill, Baptist
from acceptable. | But all the work of chareh
the romantic and heroic aspects of their ‘far
of Wifieh she ‘Was a worthy ‘ember
the world is done by those who accept
gH.
her
life, in the refinements and luxuries of
death,
‘was a zealous werker
for the cause of the Master. She bore her
seemed to think of herself at all. No our own. Her story ‘shoulit "bring back such unpleasant necessities, ©
andsevere sickness with great ‘patience,
MEN MORE PRONE THAN WOMEN. rutictlod
complaint, no murmur, at ber own ail. old memories to thosein the heart of civantl met the king
of terror ‘with a‘ smile.
She
ments—and she bad ailments and for ilization, and teach thém what it cost. It
4 husband, son and ‘danghter 10’ mourn
The Argosy thinks shat self-snorifioe fs leavs
Edited by M. C. HAzARrD. Is undoubtedly the'bést Teachers’
rows too-—ever fell from her lips; her was not by enchantment that the log
ir
loss,
«1000
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hard
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cop:
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join
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triumphant. He
body afterward.”
Thus she kept house, dren around her and the
‘corpse of her it comes uppermost in
all eases; an : ob. | 00k ‘active part'in “the great anti-slavery
with the utmost order, yet with ceaseless husband just outside of the glare of the Ject which ‘pervades
‘battle, and the recollection of his purticipation
hospitality. It ‘was indeed ‘the’ House fire, stiffening in the-frost—-this : penniless action, a weed chokingmore or’ less every in that contest in connection with the final retue good. seed salts, gave hint’ great ‘satisfaction
Beautiful, ‘to whose gates all who came widow arousing
berself in the morning, that, lét gs hope, is
bis later
lurking in every years. ‘During his last sickness, he in spoke
with
departed
refreshed
and
strengthened, taking the dead body on the; wagon and
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up. gréat
to take root and spring’
heart, r
tenderness of
men and women
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sisted her said anxiously, *‘Ifear youn are
very tired ?” “ Yes,” she replied, “I am

always tired now.
But,” turning suddenly arotindsgyith the brightest of smiles,
‘never mind; it will be ull right soon.”
Four weeks ‘after she lay in her fina) rest,
looking so young, so pretty, so content,
that those who 0
loved her choked
down their sobs and smiled, saying, “It
was like p
g a baby to" sleep.”— SrChurch, by Miss Muloch.
mons out of

clubs, or in associations for the

mentol science, art, philanthropy; but
the most of their time is passed in comparative solitude and isolation, in making
new acquisitions, new enterprises, new
conquests. Unless one has a fitness for
the best society—interpreting that! phrase
according
to individual preference —
entrange into it is anything but pleasant, } What
delight could an ordi-

nary fay

anionship

*

oebling,

‘A OOLORADO HEROINE.
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advance-

laborer
of

take

Church,

of any man

in

of

the

com-

Whittier,

of

emirent in his pro-

fession P The great man might for a

time

On a redent Friday night, in one of bring himself down to the level of the
the small parks of Colorado, ying among common man’s thought and expression,
the mountains on the North
Platte, there but so soon as he should utter his own
was a curjous scene. There, in a place fif- thought from his level of thinking the
teén miles away from the nearest .neigh- laborer would feel ill at ease and uncomIn uneqnal companionships
bor, sat a woman, surrounded by her fortable.
family of seven children, and watching there is scarcely more pain on one side
the dead body of her husband. ‘A large than the other, yet the one having the
fire which she and her oldest boy, a lad of lager capacity must suffer most.
I then real enjoyment is to be had out
fourteen, had Built, threw a ghastly glare

over the logely: landscape.

The

broad

sky above apd-the huge hills around made
more intenge: the sense of desolation and
the litilenessigpfatiumanity, and

the

mur-

aur of the st
near by and the bark
of the fox in the distance were she only

utteragees- of solitude to

grief.

This

of the best society; it must come from not

only an exterior fitness, but far more
from an interior fitness for that society.
Unless this interior fitness exists, mere
mechanical and physical contact and
mingling in society in the direst isolation
and loneliness.

Where it does exist, out-

be readily brought
woman's, story, as told in the Denver ward conditions may
Tribune,is one of the most affecting in into ‘harmony with interior actualities.
the strange annals of American
pioneer Out'young people living in rural and readventuré, Her husband, W. H. Ostrom mote places who think the thoughts of

had come to Colorado

on

account of, the

grasshoppers had-adt

4

poets, of philosophers, of scientific

from Alabama, an

dations of

the

men,

would soon find themselves quite at home
in their presence,

and

feel

assured

that

»

=

very prosperous,
He had.
"fa new home for their intellectual and spiritual kinship
his family in a park on the North. Platte, was acknowledged.—N.
Y. Tribung.
and set out that morning from Pine Grove
Gulch for the journey of twenty miles,
We should judge men by their treat
In a Western
wagon
drawn by a

team of mules,” and. loaded with his ment of others rather than their treatment
household goods.
‘Toward evening, as of us,

he was crossing a small

stream

rough part of the road, one of the

at a

mules

-shied, and the wagon was overturned.

The art of living easily as to

money

13

to pitch your scale of living one degrea
It below your means,— Henry Taylor,
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STELLA PRATT, wife of Andrew Pratt, and
daughter of Richard and Almira
Matchett,
died near Salem, Ind,,
Nov. 10, 1876, aged 23

ears and 9 months.
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by medical skill.

Safe
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has really robbed thése dangerous diseases of
their terrors, toa great extent, and given a feel-

He was converted when young, was baptized
by Rev. Daniel
- Batchelder, and united with

ing of immunity from ther fatal effects, that 1s
well founded if the remgly De taken in season

the 2d Freewill Baptist church in B.
His
sickness was very short, and without warning

Every family should have 1t in their closet for the
ready and prompt velief ot its members.
Sick.

he was called up higher, but death, found him
ready. The family, church and’ community

ness,

suffering,

and

evem life

Dr.

sorrow not as those that have no hope, for they

that he is safe on the other side ofithe riv| teel
er where he will meet his childién, antl
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J. ALBERT CHASE
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J

TRATfall

died in Waterboro, Me.,

Dec. 16, 1876, aged 80
years and 8 months.
For a year before hie
death he was a great
sufferer, and for a few months had no Saviour
on whom to lean; but during his sickness he

gave his heart to

Christ,

after. which

he ‘bé-

came perfectly reconciled to his lot, his greatest anxiety beingto know that he ‘was submis-

sive to his heavenly Father's will,
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Mass.,

contact

blood as it is forced into
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vicinity of their new and strange
home,
The
y
brethren of the church sympathize with then,
them to bear their painful

this

Practical andgAnalytfeal Chemist.

with other friends that have gone ‘before

and

by

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine{

‘mother (who died about & ‘year 'd4go); together

daughter oS

saved

timely protection.

have met with a great loss. He leaves
a
widow, an aged father and two sisters, besides
other relatives to mourn his absence, but they

puri,

is

rect

AND

secured so wide a reputation, or maintained it
80 long,as AYER’S CHER
RY PECTORAL.
It has
beep
known to the pub-

|.

Er1sHA B. FERRIN died in Bridgewater, N.
H., August 21st, 1876, aged 45 years.’ From
his youth he exhibited those qualities of char
acter which mark the perfect man,
€ never
sought the applause of men, but quietly performed the duties ‘that devolved upon him.

and

CONSUMPTION.
Perhaps no one

conscientiousnes

years of her life she was a me
Salem Freewill Baptist church;
good life; and died a Christian
th. When
she knew that she should die, she
expressed
herself as willing and ready.
She spoke to
her husband, relatives
and friends, ong by ofie,
and urged them to live Christian.lives that they
might meet her in heaven.
J. W.D.
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goods, making them

WHITER
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CLEARER

than wax or anything else, and prevents the iron
from sticking. Trial bottle free, not by mail),

Put up in 4 oz. bottles, price 16c.

Sold by Gro-

cers and Druggists.”
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A.I, MATHEWS & Co,, 85 Murray Street, N.Y.
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High

St,

M. D,,

Providence,
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I.

Physicians wishing to locate in some town or
city in this business oan be furnished with terri.
tory and our illustrated papers advertising the
same, by addressing as above.
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Butler's Theology
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all the questions

of doctrinal

author’s

theology,

and

the

$6 each,

views

are those generally accepted by the depomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—~Prof.J.
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two

volumes, one

on

the

J. Butler, conGospels,

and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents.
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held by
the denomination,
and our géneral
usages in church-building. It 18 published by an.
thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pos.
tage, 1 cent.
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Baptism

a book of 113 pages,

Communion,

or Open

of maa

Commmnnion

is an experience and an argume.t, in which
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed, A book of 175 pages, by a Baptist
clergyman, 28 ote; postage, 6 ots.
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music composers

rayer

Knees

prayer meetings 91 Dollar’s worth

166

Deep

preaching

171

Dean

of

Stanley

Dancing251 Doubging 268 Deliverance in
trouble
267 Day of roads 871 Dreaming and

Forty years in Turkish empire 14 Sumpter

22 Fanny Percey’s knight-errant 246. Familiar
talks to
boys 254 Four girls at Chautauqua 254

Christmas

Not lost 94 Nobody 262 863.

182 Conduct of Life 198 Supivity of Judah 198
Christie’s old organ 206
Chauncy Judd 206

Kvery day topics
ote Theo 850

City of peace 871

What is life46 Words 57

REVIEW,

27, a 1876.
and principle 88|

preacher 179 Forgetfulness

:

-

}

of self 195

i
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|

doing 887,
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:

Envelope plan 203 Encourage
Excuses 379 Evil speaking 887.
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ministers
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;

The Senate

:

;

voted

to

’

J

i

"
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i

Latest News,

4

¢

)

Journ Friday until Tuesday next, with the | An adroit robbery has just been discovered gt
general understanding that no business the Treasury department in Washington
although the officials are exceedingly Tetoong
and polly wogs 267.
;
shall be transacted until the 2d of Janua- it is known that & package
of money recently
Good doctor 85 Grace of continuance 51 Gen,
oy) PXpress either to the s Hai,
Geo. A. Custer 217
Giving und’ act of ry. This coinéldes with the action of the ship
worship 235 Growing into his likeness 283 House. -The Oregon resolution was fur- or a bank in Chicago, on its arrival in that city
was found to contain only blank strips
of pa
Growing into his likeness
307 Gates of rights ther discussed, and eulogies were, pro- the
size of bank hills, The shipment was made
cousness 363,
on
uso.
Chief Brooks of the
Household altar 11 Hopeful time 91 Hali- nounced on the death of Senator Caperton. about three wi
baked Christians 107 Help must come from The House passed a resolution instructing secret service and his assistant, Benson wag
directed to take the matter in hand, and for
above 162 How to get rid of a ustor 171 How
the New York committee to investigate three weeks they have kept a constant surveil.
to pray 187 Home
part of Sunday 269 Hundred
thousand
pounds 2756 Hidden church 209 Huxleps visit
385.
‘
declare the gospel 19 Is it hovest 75 Iun-

creuse our faith 91

Influence of the Bible 131 Is

the telegraph line

in

order

211

It can’t

burn

Jabez 147 Jesus the joy-bringer 178 Joseph
Cook 209 John Brown's hvinn 243 Jesus met
them 339.
wre
17 Looking unto Jesus 34 Lost teeth

408.

the charges made by Representative Hew-

itt, relative to the opening of his letters in
the New York post-office,
A resolution

was also passed dixgeting the arrest of the

Western Union telegraph manager at New
Orleans for contempt, in refusing to pro"duce certain despatches called for by the
congressional investigating committee.

and Monroe.

lance over

every person

have any knowl

who

could

possibly

of the missing

Thus far. the thief

has evaded defsction, Ts

5

|

amount stolen is supposed to be quite large,
—The Western Union Relegraph Company, re.
garding itself the confidential agent of all jtg
patrons, will hereafter resist, by legal means,
the publication or examination of its records,
uestd

, excepting such as the sender re.
be preserved, are to be speedily

shall

estroyed, and the recent.action of the execy.
tive committee of the company, in removing
al}
m

now on hand from the

officers at the different
is approved by the board
ve thousand

control

of

jtg

cies of the country,
of directors.—T

barrels, two

iron

tanks

and

ve Erie railroad boiler-cars filled with ofl,

were burned at Oil City,Pa., Monday, making s,
loss of $200,000.—It is estimated that
at least
260

men and

120 vessels have been

lost

coast of Scoflapd since Friday last,

on the
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EDUCATIONAL.
New

HamproXN INSTITUTION.

The Win.

ter term is progressing very pleasantly,
Considering the financial pressure in bust.
ness in all parts of the country, the number
of students in attendance—one hundred

and ten — Is quite as large as could be expected, yet with a little effort on the part .

of the friends of the Institution the patro.| nage can be increased considerably.
In alThe House committee on appropriations most every community there are mora or
Satan’s cunning 11 Sermon bY Moody 1156 Tuesday completed thé consular and di- less young people who
ought to attend
Scar in the face 115 Spend and
spent 147 plomatic bill, It appropriates
$1,185,005, school.
These need encouragement from
Soeinbility in the church 168 Selling the soul
259 Sympathy 275 Salt 283 Solitary feast 200 $30,000 to $50,000 less than the amount in those who have experience, hence a word
Singing-revivals 328 Spirit reaching 847 Scien- the bill passed during the former session. from the pastor or an influential person
tifically educmed ministers 363
Skeptics and
This small reduction is inthe pay and ex- may
be the means-of shaping the whole
reprobates 306 Stralgtitwag 409.
wo views of duty 18
pure in heart 51 penses of consulates. The bill is on the future of promising young men and woThe thief
59 Treasures in heaven 99 That ye basis of the preceding
Inlocalities where there are not
one, and makes no men.
bear much fruit 107 Training converts 187 Thegood
advantages
for schooling, scholars
changes
of
ministers,
giving
qlogical graduates 208 Trinity not a contrathem the same
d
243 To expound aud illustrate 243 Take compensation as now, and does not change may be directed to New Hampton Institution with
confidence.
The school has
care of yourself 251 Theological students 328
is man receivelh sinners 363 Three years in any of the consulates.—Senator Ferrysays been an honor to the State and the denomheaven 387,
3
that in all cases where conflicting electo- ination in the pastand the Trustees proVenerable Bede 75 Vermout ehurches 816.
pose no retrograde movement in the fuWhy prayer prevails 18 Woman's Miss. ral certificates are known to have been is- ure.
H.
work 66 Waiting83 Why don’t the masses go sued, no receipt will be given by him to
to church 155 Waiting on God 227 Ways of either messenger,
Professor W. N. Rice of Wesleyan UniSod 307 White siready 828 What makes men
versity has gone to the Bermudasin search
Forefathers’ Day.
of specimens of coral fer the college muXantippe 181.
:
The seventy-first annual banquet of the seum.
The
diploma
to be presented to the gradNew
England
Society
was
held
as
DelmonRURAL AND DOMESTIC.
[4
ico’s in New York Friday evening. Remarks uates of the Ann Arbor Homeopathic ColApple trees 72 104 884
s 112 Ao- were made by the Hon.George William Cur- legeat is Commencment will be the first
swers to inquiries 128 Ammonia 144 Ants 192.
ever issued from a State University toa
Be sociable with your cattle 96 Butter 120 tis, the Rev. Edward Everett Hale, Mayor homeopathic physician as such.
828 Beets 128 Beans 162 Blackberries 152 Be- Wiekham, the Hon. George B. Loring, |. The permanent school fund of Minnesota:
ware 264 Buying farms 352 Barus 384,
Coal 48 264 Chloride of lead 120 Circulation Commodore Nicholson of the Brooklyn is 83, 191,042. - This year there will be an
additional sum of nearly $200,000.
of sap 136 Currant worm 184 Cheerful room
Navy yard, Mark Twain and others,
In Philadelphia last year there were
192 Chickens 264 Colts 288 338 Cheap two-rail
1,848 teachers who drew salaries amountjence 3% 3 Crews a Cooking 820 Sulltains
Adulterated Milk.
/
akers and
Quakerism 389.
markable
admission
83 Rebuking sin 208
Religious professions 200 Rest 316 Rainy Sunddvs 315
gist 363.

al

ap

al

potatoes

Rous
ap 180 Dettioging
troying Insects
in
200

rous soap
Poesit Pa
Eyes

ible

nuts

56

Effects of foods

112

Effect of cold on milk 216.
Farmers’ wives 96 Farmers’ edueation 138
Fencing 152 Fancy
farmers 216 Flies 256 Farmer and farm
Food work sleep 328 Felons
852 Farming 893,
Groceries 48 Garden herbs 240 Geraniums
272 Generous offer 272 Grapes 862 Grasshopr
:
Po Tees 2472 232 876 384 How to hang pictures 112 Hard times 160 Hints about work 168

hints 304 Hast

ding 376.

Indian Hany Pie
Jersey cattle 336.
Locust western 240

:
Lightning

attractions

248 Lavender 328.
Meadows
120 Manure 152 272 288 Milk 176
Miasms 304 Making
360.
Nothing to show for it 24 No road fences 176
Neuralgia 200N. Y. seple trade 392,
Origin of petroleum
Over<ed stock 812
Orchards 344.
Prunes 88 Planting 88 Plants 168 384 408 Potash 184 352 Pears 264 Poultry
336.

Recipe valuable 48 Regulating the bowels
144 Root Pris 160 Rye 176 Roads 408,
Sheep 48 240 Sowing seeds 80 Sod 104 Seil
120 376 Shoeing horses 200 Sulphate of iron 256
Stable floors 312 Shee Joo.

Talking

at table 88

Turnips 128 Tomatoes 200

Washington

A New York

Matters.

dispatch

says that

during

the trial of the cases of milk-dealers selling

adulterated milk, in the general sessions
court, it was stated that out of 120,000,000

acre lot 206 The kitchen 392.
Ventilation 128 Violets 240 Value of condiments 400 Wind
power 16 Wheat 96 Water 168

362 Waste of land

344 Way ot the road 360 Win-

tering fruit 384.

a

YEARLY

MEETINGS.

Central Ill, 221 Central N. Y. 245.
Genesee 229.
Towa 508 Iowa Northern 204 Illinois 204.
Me. Central 300 Michigan 196 Me. Western
213 Minnesota 221 Min. Southeru 308.
New Hampshire 196 212 New York and Pa.

262

Ohio 245 Ohio River
and Pa. 317.
Penobscot 385.
R. 1. Asso. 189.
Susquebannah 229.

293 Ontario

801 Ohio

“Empress

Helos Summary.

A despatch from Delhi says, preparations on a magnificent scale are making
for the proclamation of Queen Victoriaas
‘Empress of India” there on the 1st of
January.
Nativeprinces and chiefs are arriving daily to be present on the occasion.
A review of the troops took place yesterday before the commander-in-chief of the
Indian forces,
Small

Pex

in London,

A London despatch says that official reports from the Metropolitan Hospital state
that the total number of small pox patients under treatment on Tuesday last, was
722, against 178 two months ago.
These
figures only represent the range of the epi-

Congressional.
MoxpAY.

°

In the Senate, a bill was

troduced: and referred providing
establishment of a court for the

in-

for the
trial of

contested elections in the offices of President and Vice-President of the United
States.
The bill proposing a reduction of
the President's salary to $25,000 per annum
was defeated. The resolution authorizing
an investigation in regard to the Oregon
electors was recommitted to the elections
committee for amendment.
In the House
a bill was introduced providing a new
method for counting the electoral votes.
A resolution was adopted instructing the

judiciary committee to report an amendment to the Constitution prohibiting the
payment of war claims to disloyal persons.
TurspAy.

Inthe

Senate,

Oregon resolution

was

without, however,

reaching

the

further

discussed,

a vote,

The

the8d of January. The fortification appropriation bill was passed, and the diplomatic bill presented and made the special
order for Wednesday.
Webnespay,
cussed

The

Sepate

passed

the

‘dnd

dis-

appropridtion = bill
at,

length

the

' Mitchell

of

Oregen

the Week.

tions, and musthe produced
for by Congress, |

“ig

with

Labrador

him

any stu-

dents who desire to Jecompany him.
expedition isto start about

July

The

1st and

The trustees of the Maine State College:
are thinking of erecting machine shops for
instruction on the Russian plam, which has .
been adopted by the Massachusetts Instistitute of Technology.
4
The number of pupils enrolled in the
public schools of the District of Columbia
during
past year was 19,629, the col
pupils numbering 6,676. There were 307 °
teachers employed, and the total expenditures for the year were $389,078 53. The
schools of the District have never received’
help from Congress.

Boston ranks among the highest
amount of material furnished

pils,

Last year Boston

in the

free to

furnished

pu-

books

to the cost of $51,879, while the bill for
books, stationery, etc., was $104,252 for
44,000 pupils. Philadelphia spent $109,998
in the same way for 95,000 children; St.
Louis spent $17,690 for 84,000 pupils; Chicago, 8820 only, for 36,000 scholars, and
Lowell, $795 for 5,500 pupils.

gates

that have been *

$59,000.——A

considerable

portion

¥ J

Jdugrtisements.
PATENTS thiimtder mea:
or

other

compounds,

ornamental

designs, trade-

:

REJECTED ee aii

of the town of May’s Lick, Ky., was burned
yesterday.
Loss
about $12,000——Yet
another incendiary fire broke out in Little

most cases, be secured by us.

Rock, Ark., on Thursday, but was got un-

claims than those

Being opposite the

Patent Office, we can make closer searches, and
cure Patents more promptly and
with broader

who

are remote

from

Wash-

INVENTORS itt
sketch

free

of your device ; we

of

charge, and

advise

All correspondence gdety
low, AND NO CHARGE
IS

make
as

examination,

to

patentabilty

confidential. Prices
UNLESS PATENT

SECURED.

We refer to officials in the Patent Office. and to
inventors in every Satet in the Union, Address,
C. A. SNOW & CO,,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

ana, yesterday morning.
It is thonght to
be the work of an incendiary.
Twenty
business houses and two dwellings were
destroyed.
The three leading firms burnt
out are, McCraney, Gill & Otis and Barron.

FARMER'S

Loss
$150,000;
insurance,
054,000,»
The
anchor
flouring
mill
at
Lima,
0O., owned by East & Lewis, was burned on

work, Drainage, Fertilizers, Rotation id Crops,
and Farm Stook.
es a most valulible and
ractical treatise on House-building, avd book of
al forms and Laws for
farmers. 7'he most val-

Obituary.

Tuesday, December 12, 1876.
American Gold........
Sersanssanncnen sessseenne
107%
U. 8. Sikes,:
haus

AGENTS

Gives -full

WANTED

information

on

for

theJNEW

BOOK.

all

kinds

of Farm-

Saturday.
Loss, 15,000; partially insur- wable Jarmer's book ever published. §For full description and terms, address
ed.——The ‘ Temple,”
a public hall in 13teow44]
J.C. MCCURDY & CO., Philadel, Pa.
Portsmouth, N.. H.,, was burned on SunSALES OF STOCKS-CLOSING PRICES
day.
Loss $10,000; insurance, $5,000.
The Rev. Bernard Flood, pastor of St.
Mary’s Catholic church in Waltham, died
Wednesday afternoon from
a stroke of
apoplexy received while he was in church.
——TheRev. 8. K. Brobst,widely known as

editor of various

J.utheran

Sunday school papers, died

church

“

new. LLL
EE EE
EE
g TEE
Five-Twenties, 1847. seses ¥

Sessnnnnee .

and

at Allentown,

Pa., on Saturday,
Minor

A shipment

Events.

of 2,000

Martin

rifles

for

Turkey was made from the Providence
Tool Company's Works, on Friday.
Midhat Pasha has been appointed

Vizier

of the

Greek chamber
ly passed a bill
military force
ronto despatch
bezzlement of

Turkish

Grand

empire.——The

Bank of Montreal,

furling a red flag

reaches

$200,000,—

bearing

the

inscription

when called ¢ Union and Liberty,” at a service in Kassor churcli,

Boston
& Lowell R. R.....
Metropolitan Horse R. R....

Quincy Mining

sesissnnnns

THE MORNING STAR

I is under the direction and patronage of ihe
of deputies has unanimous- Freewill
Baptists, but is liberal towards all, 31d
is
taken by many of other religious views,
raising the strength of the
cause of its real
worth,
to 200,000 men.——A To- adh BRS: $3.00 per
; or, if paid strictly
-vance,
$2.50.
{
1.0. STHWART,
says that the
ed emAddress,
DOVER, N. Ho
W. Barber, clerk
of the

resolution, without reaching a vote, how- Eleven Women and twenty-one men, stuever. ‘The House adopted the report of dents in the school of medicine and technithe judiciary committee declaring that cal institute, at St. Petersburg, have been
telegraphic’ communications have no’ more arrested for shouting ‘‘ Liberty” and un-

privileges than oral or other communicu-

next Summer, taking

mark, and labels. Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc., promptly attended to. Inventions

Mitchell

House adopted a resolution providing for
an adjournment from Saturday next until

pension

Fires

itis

On Tuesday evening another fire at Little Rock, Ark., destroyed property to the
amount of $150,000.——Byrne’s wall-paper
factory, Roger's jewelry factory, Dyer’s
hair-goods factory and the Knickerbocker
Express building, Canal street, New York,
were burned Tuesday.
The loss aggre-

Loss, $24,000; insured for $12,000,—A
disastrous fire broke out in Homer, Louisi-

OURRENT EVENTS.

This

return about the last of September.

of India.”

der control by the fire department, so that
the loss willnot exceed $12,000.——George
Richardson's large boot and shoe manuactory at Galena, Ill., was burned yesterday.

Va. & W. Va. Asso. 269 8256 Vermont 324.
Wisconsin 252.

ing to an average of $533.81.

now proposed is reduce to $448.
The pay
of the Philadelphia Joliceman is $912.50. A
pleasant contest truly.
:
Prof. Tenney, of. Williams College, is"

quarts of fluid annually sold iu this city going to make an expedition to

and Brooklyn as milk, 40,000,000 quarts, at
least, were water.

Myphoid fever 208 Time to cut grass 216 Ten- [demic among the pauper population.

/4

°
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A

Friendship. of Christ
in God 259 Frogs

choice 310 Memories 310 Morning song 377.

119 Woman’s work

A farmer’s vacation 46
Athenagoras 46
Among my books
54 Alice Grant 62 Anna
Shifton series 62 A paying investment 70 Achsah 174 A song
of America 318 An hundred

Comfort Strong

842

193 Meditating 193 x
thread 246 Mother's
sorrow 246 Midnight
dream 286
My Lords

people’s care of themselves 367.

LITERARY

C

Mary Magdalene 19. My school 27 Morning
rhymes 102 My voice 139
Mother's birthday

for women 191
Wild beasts 267 Wonderful
cure 271 Wife of John Bunyan 271 Woman in
Italy 843.
Young

we

.

prgits of faith50 Feeling

Before and after 222 Bet-

way 150 Look at life 166 Lifted heart 283 Lit-

a day more&7 Willis NP

Women as Physicians

con-

tle children 204 Life and death 805 Let us not
rend 1t 393 Love of God 403 Love of the absent
402,

by Cus-

135 Santa

with

Joy of incompleteness 11 62 Judge not 289.
Kept waiting 70 Katy’s
questions 214.
Lost home treasures 22
Lo I um with you al-

Pal-

167 Sketches of the candidates 207 Sam Adams
231 Scenes in St Petersburg
239 Savings banks

April

membrance of me 280.
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23 Switzerland 31 Sketches

glove 110

A water-lily at even-

Hurrah for old Santa 406.

Public baby 247

Romance
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A. prayer 211 Amer-

A gift 233

If lost25 1t never comes again 49 ItisT 123
I have been—I shall be 142 Insight 161 In re-

sult of French elections 95 Robber’s cave
151 Running in debt 167 Reading and writing
articles 279

Adamicss 78 And

Gone away TQ God is love 83 God is so
tome 118
God's reason 209 Gifts of God
243
God’s eternal goodness 281 209 Gain and loss
326 Gone to rest 326 Granny’s story 874 God’s
love 379.
Human brotherhood 38 Hold fast the oar 54
Hymn of
peace 73 Holy patience 114 Hymn for
centennial 158 Hymn 153 Hidden brook 169
Hidden 230 Holy Bible 307 Heavy laden 318

times 175 Our public men 198 Our progress
287 Oar reading 235 Only a baby 343 Our poets and their haunts 375 On entertaining 399.
Pay as you go 103 Precious metal mystery

255 Rejected
thropy 303.

faded

Anticipation 34

Familiar voices 345.

proper

Piece of antiquity 311 Pool of Siloam 351
estine 407.
naker’s hat 247,

229

Eighteen-seventy-six 17 Exodus 88
Evening 51 Edelweiss 190.
‘or my sake 179 278 Fifty years apart 323

Our distinguished guest 135 Offsets for hard

215

A

Apple blossoms 201

Day by day 137
361

Kid glove making 63 Keep your own counsel 351.
Logging camp 23 Lincola’s legal powers 185
Learned professions 207 Luther’s work 295
Life insurance progress 398.
Wn
% Diy Sout 156 Menta) petaliarities 39
on
nel
entmore 111
Mercantile integrity 119 Mrs Carl
Schurz 143 Mysterious
sounds 143 151 167 May 159 Modern credulity
271 279 Message on, temperance 265 Manners
and morals 415.
New
year story 31 New Mexico 191 No dogs
allowed
in cars 191 Nameless 228 Neglected
shilgren 263 Noted women 311 No 1 Prince St

morality

Acquisition 650

hecy
401.
anion

ly 367 Home studies 383.
I would not live alway 47 In the street 55.
Justice to women
108 John Adems 183
Jeanne Darc 247.
§

127 Political

work

ter things 249 Bank that never
278
Bryant's centennial hymn 337 By the sea 350.
Children’s bed time 30
owl
Christ. is all 131 Come near to
man and
r 174
Come labor on 1
Church of the world 206 Comfort
227 Coralie

How to go to centennial 184 Hebrew women
247 Hayes at Cumbridge 297 Handel 311 How
to be a gentleman 359 How to breathe

Annie 14

' Barn window 198

287

Eminent Americans 55 Education of Lis
pri] Kvils of gossip 883 Exploration of
bet
y

State

ing
302 As God will 342 Alone
science 387 At two-score 398,

of

Girton college 83 Geo Bancroft 71
Eliot 157 Geograph of the future 151 Gentle-

Notes

Ramsay G P 306 Sanborn
ler Amos 201 Taylor A B 362

were that best 89

of genius 367

French finance 103.
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Ray 146.
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ican flag 225

cleanliness
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Prayer 999

At rest 54

of

ine 415. wa
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Debts of the cities 151 Deak’s simpli
life 175Decline of conscience A
191
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228 Children 255
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Conscription
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lain talk 410.
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415.

Santal education

temple

zenuani work 464 Thanks 354
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OBITUARIES OF MINISTERS,
Bush 8 58 Caverno Arthur 236 266 Chaffee

dowhs 239 Book of the season 327 Best socie-
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again 314 The

FREEDMEN—Iteiys 28 658 76 108 124 148
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HGME—10 21 28
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sgrene old age 415.
71 Bushuell’s boyhood

215

162 170 194 290 Home
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life 200.’

District work 74 F, M. 117 172 Vacation to u

Alaska to let 15 American flag 79 An uncleanly
habit 95 Alabama repudiation (19
American convents I27 Abuse of trusts 127
A T Btewart135175 A woman who had no
chance 183 Anecdote of Jefferson 228
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FOREIGN Mission Field 33 7397 137
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201 241 278 300 345 877 Arrival of mis. 1
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140 Nation’s centennial
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196 Mo Chinese Problem 246 Cooking club of Tu-W hit
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Avery 40 6Classics of baby-land 414.
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